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The International Republican Institute

The International Republican Institute (IRI) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, nongovernmental organization committed to advancing democracy and freedom worldwide. IRI has supported civil society organizations, journalists, democratic governments and other democratic actors in more than 100 countries since 1983—in Africa, Asia, Eurasia, Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean, the Middle East, and North Africa. The IRI Technology and Democracy team works in every region of the world to help grassroots actors turn digitization and the technological revolution into a force for democratic progress, including a diversity of programs aimed at countering and building resilience to information manipulation worldwide.

The National Democratic Institute

The National Democratic Institute for International Affairs (NDI) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, nongovernmental organization that responds to the aspirations of people around the world to live in democratic societies that recognize and promote basic human rights. Since its founding in 1983 as one of the four core institutes of the National Endowment for Democracy, NDI and its local partners have worked to support and strengthen democratic institutions and practices by strengthening political parties, civic organizations and parliaments, safeguarding elections, and promoting citizen participation, openness and accountability in government. NDI is the leading organization working on implementing a diverse range of programs with critical information and communications technology (ICT) components, targeting democratic institutions and supporting democrats in general, particularly its INFO/tegrity initiatives supporting responses countering disinformation, hate speech and other harmful forms of content while promoting information integrity worldwide.

The Stanford Internet Observatory

The Stanford Internet Observatory is a cross-disciplinary program of research, teaching and policy engagement for the study of abuse in current information technologies, with a focus on social media. The Stanford Internet Observatory was founded in 2019 to research the misuse of the internet to cause harm, formulate technical and policy responses, and teach the next generation how to avoid the mistakes of the past.
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Introduction

Over the past few years, the International Republican Institute (IRI), the National Democratic Institute (NDI) and the Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO) have observed efforts to undermine election-related information integrity in every corner of the world. Without concerted efforts to identify, respond to, and build long-term resilience to election-related information manipulation, attacks on information integrity threaten to delegitimize elections globally, reduce faith in elected governments, polarize societies and weaken democracies writ large.

Dealing with information manipulation around an election is a new and unfamiliar phenomenon for many countries. Civil society actors, journalists, governments, election management bodies and other democratic actors often end up scrambling to respond in the lead-up to an election. To address this challenge, IRI, NDI and SIO have joined forces to create this playbook, intended to help leapfrog the first six months of the electoral preparation process. The playbook lays out the basics of the problem and the core elements of a response, and points to trusted resources for those looking to do a deeper dive into a particular type of intervention or threat.

We hope this playbook will enable you and everyone dedicated to defending democracy to push back against efforts that undermine free and fair political competition. Since information manipulation is an ongoing challenge, this playbook will also be useful outside of an election cycle.

The Playbook Approach

The playbook approach consists of how to (1) identify ongoing information manipulation campaigns; (2) develop real-time and short-term responses; and (3) build long-term resilience to information manipulation. While we outline three distinct steps in this playbook, the process for combating information manipulation is circular, with each step overlapping and reinforcing the others. Planning timelines will vary based on context, but—if at all possible—we encourage proactive rather than reactive planning to effectively counter electoral information manipulation. The playbook’s three-part strategy can help you develop rapid and real-time responses, as well as establish long-term and sustainable approaches to building resilience in order to maintain the integrity of elections and strengthen democratic processes.
Background: Understanding Information Manipulation

How To Use This Section

This section lays out the components of information manipulation and defines commonly used terms.
What is Information Manipulation?

Information manipulation is a set of tactics involving the collection and dissemination of information in order to influence or disrupt democratic decision-making. While information manipulation can co-opt traditional information channels—such as television broadcasting, print or radio—we focus on the digital aspects of information manipulation. Here, we explore how information manipulation campaigns co-opt different digital vectors, are led by different actors, and use a variety of tactics to distribute different kinds of content.

Threat Actors

In most election environments, a number of different actors will likely engage in information manipulation. To make things more complicated, while some of those actors may operate independently, others may operate in coordination, be at cross-purposes, or benefit from the general chaos and lack of trust in the information environment. Different actors have different goals for engaging in information manipulation. A political campaign will focus on winning an election; the influence industry and commercial public relations firms want to make money; a foreign adversary might try to influence the election outcome, advance national interests, or sow chaos; or an extremist group might focus on advancing their political cause. Here, we have outlined common threat actors involved in information manipulation campaigns. Though this list is not exhaustive, it provides a starting point for thinking about the relevant actors in your own country’s context.

- **Political parties and campaigns** use information manipulation to discredit the opposition, use false amplification to reach a wider audience or suggest that they have more public support than they do, or manipulate political discourse in a way that serves their campaign agenda. It is important to note that political campaigns can make use of information manipulation both outside of and during election cycles.

- **Hate and other extremist groups** use information manipulation to advance their social or political agenda, often by fomenting hate and political polarization; silencing, intimidating or otherwise disenfranchising target groups; and inciting violence. Their goals can include turning the majority electorate against a particular group, increasing support for extremist policies, and/or suppressing political participation.

- **Foreign governments** use information manipulation as a tool of statecraft and geopolitics. Information manipulation might be used to influence the outcome of an election in a strategically important country, advance the interests of the government or shape public perception of the state abroad. Information manipulation can be both covert (e.g., through the use of fake accounts) or overt (e.g., through state-backed media).

- **Domestic governments** use information manipulation to influence public attitudes and suppress the political participation or expression of certain users, such as activists, journalists or political opponents. Like foreign states, governments use both overt and covert information manipulation to achieve political goals, including the repression of human rights. Domestic governments can also more readily enact censorship as a form of information manipulation.

- **Commercial actors**, composed of social media platforms, public relations companies or strategic communication firms, use information manipulation as part of a business model, working with other actors to spread disinformation for profit. The influence industry often works with political campaigns, governments or foreign states to support their particular goals.

- **Non-independent media** with a specific political agenda or economic interest, or who are backed by a government or other political actor, may use information manipulation to influence public attitudes in line with the goals of their backers.

Determining who is behind information manipulation can be difficult, especially when the goals of different actors might overlap. For example, a foreign state actor might amplify content produced by domestic hate groups or conspiracy theorists. At the same time, there are market incentives for producing mis/disinformation where generating virality can also generate income for users who create appealing content and place advertisements on their pages.
There are many ways to categorize the kinds of threat actors involved in information manipulation campaigns. The DFRLab’s Dichotomies of Disinformation can help you think about the kinds of actors and motivations behind information manipulation in more detail.

### Content

Information manipulation makes use of a variety of content to influence, disrupt or distort the information ecosystem. This content can be used to influence public attitudes or beliefs, persuade individuals to act or behave in a certain way—such as suppressing the vote of a particular group of people—or incite hate and violence. Many types of content can be involved in information manipulation. Here we outline a few key terms used throughout the report and by other researchers, activists and practitioners who study and combat information manipulation.

- **Misinformation** is false, inaccurate or misleading information, regardless of the intent to deceive.

- **Disinformation** is the deliberate creation, distribution and/or amplification of false, inaccurate or misleading information intended to deceive.

- **Malinformation** takes truthful or factual information and weaponizes it for persuasion. For example, this might include content that was released as part of a hack-and-leak operation, where private messages are shared publicly with the goal of undermining an adversary.

- **Propaganda** is information designed to promote a political goal, action or outcome. Propaganda often involves disinformation, but can also make use of facts, stolen information or half-truths to sway individuals. It often makes emotional appeals, rather than focusing on rational thoughts or arguments. Propaganda can be pushed by other actors, but in this report, we focus specifically on state-sponsored propaganda.

- **Hate speech** is the use of discriminatory language with reference to a person or group on the basis of identity, including an individual's religion, ethnicity, nationality, ability, gender or sexual orientation. Hate speech is often a part of broader information manipulation efforts. It is particularly present in election contexts where the goal of the information manipulation is to polarize political discourse and/or suppress the political participation of a particular group.

There are many additional ways to categorize the types of content involved in information manipulation. For additional resources, see Information Disorder: Toward an Interdisciplinary Framework for Research and Policy Making, commissioned by the Council of Europe and produced in cooperation with First Draft and Harvard University’s Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy.

### Tactics

Information manipulation makes use of a variety of tactics to spread, amplify or target messages to different audiences on social media. Many of these tactics exploit the features of digital and social networking technologies to spread different kinds of content. While media manipulation is not new, digital tactics can change the scope, scale and precision of information manipulation in various ways. Here, we provide definitions for some of the key tactics that researchers, journalists, activists and platform companies have identified.

- **AI-generated technology** is used in information manipulation to create fake profiles or content. Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, like Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN), use machine learning “neural networks” to create images or videos that look like real people but are completely fake. This includes “deepfake” videos, which use AI technologies to create realistic-looking videos that are entirely false.

- **Manipulated visual content** is used in information manipulation to photoshop images or edit videos. This can involve so-called “cheap fakes,” which do not use AI-generated technologies, but rather alter videos with a lower level of technical sophistication.

---


Search engine manipulation uses tools from digital advertising—such as keyword placement—to exploit gaps in search results. These strategies attempt to place disinformation at the top of search engine queries, so that individuals looking for accurate information are more likely to come across disinformation.

Fake websites are used to create the substance behind an influence manipulation campaign by creating “fake news” websites or content farms that publish large amounts of false, misleading or inaccurate stories, sometimes counterfeiting real news organizations.

Trolling is the bullying or harassing of individuals to provoke an emotional reaction in the target. While anyone can be trolled online, certain communities experience trolling differently—and often more severely. This includes women, individuals with diverse gender identities, racial or ethnic minorities, or people of color.

Computational propaganda involves the use of “bots” and other forms of automated technologies to amplify propaganda and other harmful content online. Bots are pieces of code designed to mimic human behavior by liking, sharing, retweeting or even commenting on posts. They can be used to falsely amplify certain kinds of content or accounts online.

Fake or “sock puppet” accounts involve accounts, run by real people, who generate inorganic engagement. Like bots, fake or sock puppet accounts can like, share, retweet or comment on posts to falsely amplify certain kinds of content or accounts online. But rather than being automated, fake or sock puppet accounts are run by real people.

Hack-and-leak operations involve hacking into private or sensitive information sources and strategically leaking information to the public in order to undermine the trust or integrity of a person or idea.

Account takeovers involve hacking into the accounts of real people in order to impersonate them or spread mis/disinformation to large audiences.

Advertising and microtargeting involve using online advertising platforms to collect data about users and targeting them with persuasive messaging.

Censorship involves blocking, redirecting or throttling access to certain kinds of information online.

Many types of tactics can be used to manipulate the digital information ecosystem. These tactics will depend on the platform being used, the skillset of those involved and the unique country context where information manipulation is taking place. For further information about the kinds of tactics used in information manipulation campaigns, see the USAID Disinformation Primer.

While popular social media platforms—such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube—are often highlighted as vectors for information manipulation, these activities also occur on other social media platforms like Reddit, Pinterest, Instagram, TikTok, Tumblr and WeChat. They also occur across encrypted and non-encrypted messaging platforms like LINE, Telegram, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Signal or Viber. (For more information on conducting ethical investigations in closed environments, see the Step 2: Respond section.) Some information manipulation might target internet search providers, like Google, Yahoo or Bing. Others might target niche communities of users, like gamers, through platforms such as Twitch, Xbox Live, or PlayStation Online. As the major social media platforms have increased their efforts to set limits around the spread of harmful content, new social media platforms have been created. Some of those platforms are focused on creating unmoderated environments, and others have put in place moderation policies that explicitly facilitate the speech of one ideology over another, often with a focus on niche or extremist political views.

Information manipulation almost always occurs both online and offline: television, radio, print, academia and other aspects of the information ecosystem can be involved. For instance, journalists or the media may amplify content created as part of an information manipulation campaign if that content has been shared by an important political figure, or if it is particularly sensational and likely to attract audiences. A sophisticated actor that engages in information manipulation may capture prominent news outlets or give grants to research entities to produce analysis that supports their objectives.

Since 2018, Twitter and Facebook have released more data about information manipulation on their platforms in their company blogs or on Twitter’s Information Operation Transparency Center. You can also find links to resources that can help you identify coordinated information manipulation campaigns in the Step 1: Identify section of this report. However, it is important to note that the definitions used by platforms to take down information manipulation have limitations. For example, when networks of real users share misleading information about an election, it can be much harder for platforms to take action against authentic users rather than inauthentic accounts. This is why it is important to additionally respond and build resilience to information manipulation through fact-checking, media literacy and the establishment of collaborative networks so that real users are less susceptible to sharing harmful, inaccurate or misleading information. You can read more about these strategies in the Step 2: Respond and Step 3: Build Resiliency sections of this report.

Vectors

The information ecosystem has dramatically changed over the past three decades. The internet and social media in particular have created an environment in which information manipulation is massively scalable, very cheap and easy to experiment with.

---

Emerging Challenges for Information Manipulation

Information manipulation is constantly adapting to changes in the media ecosystem. As social media companies become better at detecting and removing information manipulation from their platforms, threat actors have also learned to modify their strategies, tools and tactics. While early researchers were concerned about the use of political bots to amplify mis/disinformation on social media platforms, today the distinction between automated bot accounts and human curated content is becoming less clear. The rise of various commercial actors offering disinformation as a service also makes it harder for social media companies to detect information manipulation and take action against them, as trolls-for-hire are paid to pollute the information sphere. At the same time, the distinction between foreign information operations and domestic extremism or terrorism is becoming less clear, as foreign meddling has increasingly co-opted domestic narratives to amplify pre-existing racial, gender or political divisions.

While platforms have policies for removing coordinated inauthentic behaviour (CIB), as of August 2021, there are no clear guidelines for managing coordinated authentic behaviour. When mainstream and globally ubiquitous platforms like Facebook, Twitter, TikTok or YouTube take action against content and accounts, sometimes these voices reappear on other platforms or private channels that lack the same standards for removing content or accounts that spread mis/disinformation or hate speech, or that incite violence. And some platforms, like WhatsApp or Signal, encrypt personal and group messages, making it much harder to detect information operations and counter the spread of mis/disinformation and other forms of harmful information. While encryption can protect the privacy and security of online activists and human rights defenders, malign actors have leveraged the security of these platforms to enhance the spread of harmful or misleading information online.

At the same time, not everyone experiences information manipulation the same way. Journalists, political activists and members of the political opposition are frequently the targets of smear campaigns and harassment designed to undermine their credibility and legitimacy as professionals. These campaigns are often more severe for women, minorities, or people of color, who face greater levels of harassment, online threats and sexualization. Minority or marginalized populations are also often targets of online violence that can have real-world implications for their security and safety, as online speech can affect offline political violence.

Finally, technology itself is constantly evolving, and new innovations are creating new opportunities for information manipulation. Artificial Intelligence is creating numerous opportunities for online deception: automated bot accounts can use machine learning algorithms (like GPT-3) to sound more human; generative adversarial networks (GANs) can be used to create fake profile pictures that look like real people, or other forms of synthetic media like “deepfake” videos. For example, deepfake videos are being used to falsely depict women in pornography, which can have damaging and lasting impacts on their mental health and career prospects. Innovations in data surveillance also introduce new challenges for information manipulation as it becomes much easier to target specific communities or individuals with persuasive messaging. Data about user likes and interests can be used to predict the values and behaviors of individuals or groups, and commercial actors are already building models to target communities of people with (de) mobilization messages. The data that can be used in information manipulation will only grow as the Internet of Things introduces more data points about users, from wearable devices to smart cars, appliances and sensors. We must evolve our responses to keep pace with these innovations and to build resilience to future information manipulation.
Identifying, Responding to and Building Resilience against Information Manipulation

How to Use This Section

Once you understand the basic aspects of information manipulation, the next critical step is to develop an understanding and skillset to identify future risks and ongoing operations in your own country’s context. Identifying ongoing campaigns, as well as future risks, is one of the most difficult steps, because malign actors will often obscure their identity and create barriers for technical attribution. To help you with this process, this section provides a few key strategies. We have also compiled a list of useful and accessible resources to assist you throughout the process of identification.
Step 1 Identify

Mapping the Information Environment

The first step to identifying information manipulation is to map the information environment in order to identify the unique vulnerabilities for your election. You should conduct a risk assessment that identifies the various threat actors who might launch an information manipulation campaign and the channels—including digital, broadcast, radio or print—that might be used as part of their efforts. You will also want to identify various partners you will work with to combat threats that arise, such as social media company policy representatives, government officials, law enforcement agencies or other civil society organizations (CSOs). This section provides an overview of key questions to answer in order to map the information environment.

- **What is the media and information landscape?**
  The first step of *mapping the information environment* is to understand your current media landscape. Where do people get their political information? Where is information manipulation likely to take place? Here, you should consider traditional media entities, like television broadcasters, newspapers and radio stations, and assess the transparency of media ownership, correction policies, and the professional standards that media adhere to. You should also consider digital media, such as social media platforms, encrypted chat applications or web forums. Familiarize yourself with the policies of platforms where you suspect information operations could take place by reviewing their terms of service agreements and community guidelines as well as other country-specific measures that might have been announced in company blogs. You should also make yourself familiar with existing fact-checking initiatives and the role of other online influencers in shaping political discourse for certain communities of users.

- **Where are online audiences, and which communities of users are more vulnerable to information manipulation or negative implications from these campaigns?**
  Information manipulation affects users differently, and women, people of color, and people with diverse gender identities and sexual orientation experience information manipulation more severely than others. The second step of *mapping the information environment* is to understand your audiences and the groups of people who might be marginalized, suppressed or deeply affected by ongoing information manipulation efforts. This involves looking closely at small and local communities in your country’s context.

- **Who are the likely threat actors?**
  The third step of *mapping the information environment* is to identify the various threat actors and understand their motivations for conducting information manipulation. Understanding who is, or could be, behind information manipulation will help you respond and build resilience to future operations. Ask yourself: Who are the main threat actors—are they domestic actors, foreign states or both? What could be the motivations behind these campaigns—are they for political disruption or economic gain? See the Background section for more information on threat actors and their motivations for conducting information manipulation.

- **Who are partners you can work with to combat information manipulation?**
  The fourth step of *mapping the information environment* is to identify partners who can assist you with combating information manipulation. Here, you should consider identifying relevant government and non-government partners, such as election management bodies, who may be able to assist in responding to ongoing information manipulation campaigns. Journalists and other CSOs in your country can work with you to fact-check or provide counter-messaging to information manipulation. You should also identify contacts at social media platforms who you can work with to take content or accounts off social media. It is important to note that not every partner will be relevant for every context. What is important is to identify who will bring skills, resources or capacity to assist you in responding and building resilience to information manipulation. To help you identify relevant partners, you can explore the Countering Disinformation Guide Intervention Database.

---


Identifying Common Information Manipulation Narratives

After understanding the information environment you will be working in, you can start to think about the kinds of narratives or themes different actors might use in their information manipulation campaigns. We have outlined common narratives used in information campaigns during elections to assist you with identification.

- **Polarizing and divisive content** is sometimes used in information manipulation campaigns to inflame political, racial, religious, cultural or gender divides. These narratives often focus on pre-existing divisions within society, and use identity-based narratives to sow discord and discontent among the electorate.

- **Delegitimization narratives** spread content that undermines the integrity of the electoral process. This could be false claims about the security of voting machines, errors in ballot casting or tabulation, or other alleged irregularities. These narratives are designed to sow distrust in the processes that support elections. Delegitimization narratives can also focus on discrediting certain politicians or candidates, election officials, or civic entities.

- **Political suppression** narratives are used to discourage certain groups of people from participating in politics. These suppression strategies target democratic processes; this could include spreading disinformation about how and where to vote, or suggesting that certain communities of individuals are not allowed to vote or that there is violence at polling stations. They could also include narratives that pressure voters to attend, or not attend, political rallies or events, or that encourage voter fraud.

- **Hate, harassment and violence** is another form of suppression that uses harassment, slander or threats of violence to discourage certain users or communities from expressing their thoughts or opinions online or engaging in

**Tip: Don’t Forget Regional and Local Platforms**

In this playbook we list the major global social media platforms, but be aware that there are many other regional and local platforms as well. Cross-platform sharing of manipulated content is common, and you will observe information shared on one platform being shared across others. We advise that you do a deep dive on your local information ecosystem and observe which social media platforms are widely used and how they relate to each other. In addition to your own observation, a useful resource to assist in mapping the information landscape is the We Are Social\(^7\) reports on social media use by country, The Global Cyber Troops inventory\(^8\) also provides an overview of information manipulation by country and the various vectors used in information manipulation campaigns.

---


debates necessary for a well-functioning democracy. Hate, harassment and violence create a culture of fear and can stifle political expression online.

- **Premature election results or claims of victory** are sometimes made on social media to erode trust in the outcome of the election. They are often made before ballot counting has been completed, and are especially likely if a political race is close and contentious.

Many kinds of narratives can emerge during an election, and many of them will be specific to your country’s context. It is important to think about the kinds of narratives that might be used as part of information manipulation campaigns so that you can be more prepared to respond with counter-messaging or build resilience to narratives before they spread. The Computational Propaganda Project’s Global Cyber Troops Inventory describes other kinds of narratives or “communication strategies” that have been observed in information manipulation campaigns around the world.

### Identifying Ongoing Information Manipulation Efforts

Once you have mapped the information environment and understand the different kinds of narratives actors might use to undermine election integrity, you should begin monitoring the ecosystem for ongoing campaigns. Threat actors will often try to conceal their identity or their campaigns in order to avoid detection. However, there are a number of resources and best practices available for identifying ongoing campaigns, which we have compiled for you. You should also consider these five key principles when conducting investigations into information manipulation.

### Five Key Principles

1. **Context Matters.** Every country and election will occur in a different media, cultural, social and economic environment. It is important to map your information ecosystem and the likely threats in order to focus on the relevant technologies and platforms that are prominently used in your country.

2. **Know Your Limits.** Any research into information manipulation comes with limitations, and the data we collect about these kinds of campaigns are always imperfect. It is important to understand what you do and don’t know about information manipulation based on the data you are working with, and not jump to conclusions about the authenticity of online information. It can be just as damaging to the legitimacy of an election if information manipulation is misattributed.

3. **Behavior Over Content.** When identifying information manipulation, it is important to look at patterns in behaviour of accounts, rather than looking at a single piece of content. Platforms are better able to respond to coordinated inauthentic behaviour, and identifying large networks of accounts in coordination to manipulate the online information environment will provide a stronger basis for taking down content and accounts.

4. **Do No Harm.** The collection, storage and use of online data can have implications for personal privacy and security, and it is important that any information collected to monitor information manipulation is conducted in an ethical way. Online data can come with expectations of privacy, and thinking about consent, security and privacy is an important part of your job as an investigator. Data that is improperly stored or anonymized can have negative consequences for personal privacy or the security of users who are participating in politics online. Thus, it is important to take necessary steps to do no harm, and to protect and secure any data you’re working with.

5. **Zero Tolerance for Hate, Suppression and Violence.** Hate or incitement to violence online can have real-world consequences not only for the integrity of elections, but for the security of citizens. These narratives do not always come from coordinated inauthentic accounts or as part of formalized information operations but might be shared by authentic or real users. However, any information that spreads hate, attempts to suppress political participation or speech, or incites violence should be immediately reported to the platforms and other relevant parties regardless of the source. More information on how to report content can be found in the Reporting section of Step 2: Respond.

---

9 Bradshaw, Bailey, and Howard, “Industrialized Disinformation: 2020 Global Inventory of Organized Social Media Manipulation.”
Tip: Identifying Information Manipulation Offline

Keep in mind that information manipulation campaigns can occur offline as well as through online platforms; mainstream media (such as television, radio and newspaper) are common vectors for the spread of false information, and you should keep the above principles in mind when consuming information from offline sources as well. Be sure to verify the information that you hear or see before you share it with your trusted networks and members of your organization. Since mainstream media often has intentional biases, it can sometimes feature false information or “half-truths” (see Digital Literacy in the Step 3: Build Resilience section, page 44).

Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) Tools for Identifying Information Manipulation

OSINT is the collection and analysis of information from public (open) sources. These resources can be used for tracking and identifying disinformation.

- **Bellingcat’s Online Investigation Toolkit: (Resource List)** This easy-to-navigate Google Doc spreadsheet has different tabs for different tools for verifying information, such as image and video verification; social media content and accounts; phone numbers and closed messaging services; maps and location-based services; transport trackers; IP and website analysis; international companies; environment; tools for improving online security, privacy and data visualization; academic resources; and additional guidebooks.¹⁰

- **Data Journalism’s Verification Handbook for Disinformation and Media Manipulation: (Guide)** This handbook helps you conduct OSINT research into social media accounts, bot-detection and image manipulation. It also provides resources for conducting investigations on the web and across platforms, as well as some tips and tools for attribution.¹¹

- **The Beacon Project’s Media Monitoring Handbook: (Guide)** This handbook helps you conduct data-driven analyses of disinformation narratives and their sources. The handbook is a good starting place for researchers interested in conducting media monitoring, but are not sure where to start, as well as those looking to ensure methodological best practices are being applied.¹²

- **CrowdTangle: (Tool)** Facebook created CrowdTangle as a tool for identifying and monitoring trends on social media. The tool can track verified accounts, Pages and public Groups. The tool can also be used to monitor public accounts on Instagram and subreddit threads on the Reddit platform.¹³

You should review these resources, as well as additional tools in Appendix C on page 59, to determine what tools will be most useful to you and your organization for identifying information manipulation. Every campaign, organization and country context will be different and require a mix of tools, skills and partners, so developing an understanding of the tools that can help you identify and monitor ongoing campaigns will empower you to respond and build resilience.

¹⁰ “Bellingcat’s Online Investigation Toolkit” (Bellingcat, 2021), https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BrqJ8EG2q1xBo2cLNyhIDuK9jyPGwV9DI2UncogQ/edit#gid=9307747607


Developing a Workflow

When tracking information manipulation, you will need to develop both short- and long-term monitoring strategies. When developing a workflow, you should consider:

- **What are your goals or main objectives?** Are you trying to reduce the impact of disinformation by fact-checking narratives? Or are you trying to build accountability around malign actors engaging in disinformation? Your goals will directly shape the scope of your monitoring, as well as the kinds of tools and partners you work with.

- **What is the scope of your monitoring?** Determining scope involves asking questions like:
  - What is the internet penetration in your country, and will social media be a source of information during elections?
  - What platforms are in scope for monitoring?
  - What are the biggest threats to electoral integrity as it relates to disinformation?
  - Who are the potential actors involved in information manipulation?
  - What election-related themes are considered in-scope for your monitoring, what languages will you work in, and what issues will be outside the scope of your investigations?

- **What tools will you use** to assist you with identification and monitoring?

- When gathering data about influence manipulation across digital, print or broadcast media, **how will data be collected, labeled and stored** to make analysis and triage more accessible to you and your organization? The process of tracking and monitoring influence campaigns can take weeks or even months, and establishing a system that allows for collection over time will be critical to your success.

- **Who will be responsible for monitoring** the information ecosystem? How will they work and **how will they be trained** in order to have a consistent approach in identifying influence manipulation online?

- Are there certain time periods that will require you and your organization to **ramp up monitoring activities**, such as before an election or important political referendum?

For more resources on developing your workflow and thinking about the scope of your identification processes, see The European Union Guide for Civil Society on Monitoring Social Media During Elections.\(^\text{14}\)

---

Step 2: Respond

In this playbook, respond means reacting quickly to harmful election-related online activity. No matter how strong your defenses and emphasis on prevention might be, the reality is that those defending information integrity will always be playing catch-up. As such, it is critical to additionally focus on identification and response in order to act swiftly and effectively against elections-related information manipulation once it occurs. This chapter will cover responses including reporting to elections management bodies (EMBs), government agencies, law enforcement and social media platforms; strategic communications; fact-checking; and strategic silence.

Figure 1. What to Expect: Challenges for Election Day and Beyond

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Election Day Challenges</th>
<th>Potential Challenges for Election Day and Beyond</th>
<th>Post-Election Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voters and Poll Observers Document Their Experiences</td>
<td>Attempts to Delegitimize Shifts in Vote Share</td>
<td>Attempts to Sow Confusion and Doubt about Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Lines, Protests and COVID-19 Scares (Exploited to Deter Voting)</td>
<td>Assembling “Evidence” to Fit False Narratives of Voter Fraud</td>
<td>Shaping and Amplification of Disenfranchisement Narratives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video, Images and Stories of Mistreated Ballots and Malfunctioning</td>
<td>Missing/Found Ballots Framed Voter Fraud</td>
<td>Legal Complaints and Affidavits Filed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of Context Images and Videos Mixed and Real Content</td>
<td>Bad Statistics and Premature Declarations of Victory (Used to Sow Doubt and Question Shifts)</td>
<td>Minor Discrepancies Overemphasized Online and in the Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Discrepancies Overemphasized Online and in the Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Interference - Claims of Foreign Interference Used to Question Results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Model adapted from the Election Integrity Partnership’s “What to expect on election night and days after.” The initial graphic addressed a U.S. case study, which we have adapted to apply in a global context.\(^\text{15}\)

Reporting

Information manipulation can be reported to elections management bodies (EMBs), government agencies, law enforcement, social media platforms, international non-governmental organizations (INGOs), fact-checking organizations, or organizations that represent the issue area or targeted community.

Each entity has different, and sometimes overlapping, roles in responding to information manipulation. Social media platforms can investigate and take steps to reduce the spread of misinformation and hate speech; governments and election commissions can create legal frameworks that limit the capacity of malign actors to engage in information manipulation, as well as launch information campaigns to share accurate information or debunk inaccurate information; fact-checking organizations can investigate the veracity of a claim and publicly debunk information manipulation; INGOs can work with local partners to ensure that concerns are taken seriously and that the capacity exists to address the situation; and organizations working on issue areas or with targeted communities can take steps to protect their communities and/or contribute to debunking efforts. The most effective efforts at reporting will likely involve engaging with a number of different partners on the basis of the local context and the specifics of the observed information manipulation. Note that responding to information manipulation is challenging for CSOs, EMBs or activists to approach alone; governments and technology companies must also step up to meet the challenges.

This section will help you develop an understanding of who plays what role, how to most effectively report information manipulation, and what you can expect once you report. It is important to understand that the guidance we provide may not work for every type of actor or information environment. When choosing the best tactics to follow, you need to consider your country’s context, the types of relationships or partners you already have, and your group’s mission, technical skills and expertise. For instance, not all groups will have the skills to conduct fact-checking or be able to report information manipulation to a government that is itself the source of the manipulation.

After going through the suggestions under Step 1: Identify, you should now consider the goals you would like to achieve by reporting information manipulation.

- Have the content taken down?
- Have users or pages banned?
- Prompt an investigation into coordinated inauthentic behavior or other violations of platform terms of service?
- Raise more attention and awareness on a specific event, trend or threat actor?
- Advocate for the government and social media platforms to take preemptive steps?

Once you consider the above questions, you will be better able to select which entities are most appropriate to report observed information manipulation to. You can report a similar issue or violation to several entities at once. We have grouped potential entities into three general categories:

### Social Media Platforms

If the content or behavior is in violation of its hosted social media platform’s policies and terms, you can report the content to the relevant platform (see page 20).

### Fact-Checkers

Consider sharing observed mis/disinformation to fact-checking groups in your country or region (see page 32).

### Reporting to Elections Management Bodies, Government Agencies and Law Enforcement

Most democratic countries have an Elections Management Body (EMB), Elections Commission, Elections Council or Elections Board that oversees implementation of the elections process, as well as government agencies and law enforcement that help uphold the elections-related regulations of any country.

Many EMBs do not have resources, structures or mechanisms in place to address election-related information manipulation or to protect themselves and the country’s elections from electoral information manipulation narratives. For those who do, very few have reporting mechanisms created for citizens to report elections-related information manipulation observed online. Furthermore, EMBs typically do not have the mandate to develop rigorous regulations around online campaigning nor the ability to enforce existing regulations. However, some EMBs have created disincentives to deter malign actors from taking part in electoral information manipulation by establishing campaigning codes of conduct and collaborating with social media platforms to regulate the behaviors of political parties and electoral candidates.

---

16 The formal names vary by country and their electoral models can be independent, mixed, judicial or executive, but we will use the term Elections Management Body (EMB) in this playbook.

17 For example, Israel’s Central Election Commission’s website provides contact numbers for police hotlines and the National Center for Cyber Incidents and Information Security for citizens to report attempts to manipulate voters through fake profiles and the like, instead of handling and investigating the violations itself.
If you would like your EMB to explore solutions to disincentivize electoral information manipulation or create codes of conduct, you should directly advocate to your EMB. However, keep in mind that some EMBs are not independent bodies, so they may not be impartial in the structures and policies they enact or the actions they take against violators.

**Available Resources for EMBs**

The International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) has a number of resources and programs designed to help election commissions or management bodies effectively preempt and respond to information manipulation. If you work for an EMB or would like to learn more about the role that EMBs can play in responding to election-related information manipulation, see the Consortium for Elections and Political Process Strengthening (CEPPS) 18 Countering Disinformation Guide’s section 19 on EMB approaches to countering disinformation.

In addition, some governments have created agencies to combat cyberattacks and other digital threats, some of which also function to safeguard electoral infrastructure, e.g., the United States’ Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and Indonesia’s National Cyber Encryption Agency (BSSN). Check to see if these types of agencies exist in your country and if they have set up citizen reporting mechanisms for elections-related information manipulation. If not, consider advocating to your elected government officials to put these in place. Review the CEPPS Countering Disinformation Guide’s Advocacy Toward Governments section 20 for guidance and examples of how a CSO might advocate for its government to take action. It is important to be aware that authoritarian regimes have frequently cracked down on freedom of expression through newly developed cybersecurity agencies and legislation, using laws that identify opposition content as harmful “fake news or misinformation.”

If you or your organization work on elections campaigns, you need to carefully consider the legal frameworks, law enforcement, independent oversight bodies and other regulatory agencies that are or could be involved in the social media and larger information space. In certain cases, local or federal police agencies have teams specifically dedicated to enforcement of laws online. When they are honest brokers and can be relied upon, these law enforcement bodies form viable avenues for reporting and oversight of harmful campaigns. The judicial system can also play a role in governing the online space and can order measures to stop the dissemination of information manipulation online.

Independent oversight bodies might be an anti-corruption agency, a political finance oversight body, or a media oversight body. In the aforementioned legal and regulatory section 21 of the CEPPS Countering Disinformation Guide, four kinds of regulatory approach are outlined in more detail that address both platforms and domestic actors, including measures to restrict online content and behaviors and promote transparency, equity and democratic information during campaigning and elections. These are all potential avenues that may present useful foci for policy advocacy, which are explored in more detail in the Guide, but should be carefully considered for each given national context. In other circumstances, particularly when the government does not respect democratic norms or is otherwise compromised, law enforcement or regulatory bodies can often play an

---

18 Established in 1995, CEPPS pools the expertise of three international organizations dedicated to democratic development: the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), the International Republican Institute (IRI), and the National Democratic Institute (NDI). CEPPS has a 25-year track record of collaboration and leadership in democracy, human rights, and governance support, learning from experience, and adopting new approaches and tools based on the ever-evolving technological landscape. The groups operate as a consortium to provide USAID and other donors with the capacity to deliver complex democracy, rights and governance (DRG) programming at scale across the entire spectrum of political contexts and geographic regions.


actively harmful role, developing and applying laws that limit legitimate political speech in the name of combating information manipulation. It is more problematic and often counterproductive to report to those actors.

Countries that are generally free (see the Tools to Evaluate a Government’s Openness box) can create legal frameworks for reporting and responding to information manipulation in ways that protect and open the space for democratic discourse, while guarding against information manipulation. If a country is not free or partly free, you should proceed with caution in engaging with regulatory, judicial or other governmental organizations. At all levels of freedom, a country’s oversight bodies may be weak or ineffective in this domain, even in strong democracies. You should evaluate these bodies and survey regulations carefully, and potentially engage experts and review resources on their efficacy, trustworthiness and ambition.

If the rule of law or transparency of these bodies is low, other options (detailed below) should be considered. For additional guidance on reporting to law enforcement bodies, reference the CEPPS Countering Disinformation Guide’s section on Legal Frameworks and Enforcement.25

As you seek to report election-related information manipulation to government agencies, elections commissions and other law enforcement bodies, some critical factors to consider are:

- Do you trust these agencies to act impartially?
- Does your government have the capacity and capability to take action on the reported content?
- Have there been actions taken by your government agency upon receiving reports of harmful online content leading to the takedown of those posts?
- Does your government regulate speech online or have laws against pre-elections smear campaigns, character attacks and information manipulation campaigns? Would those laws be used against opposition voices and political parties running for elections?
- What is the general political posture of the government? Is it generally open and democratic, or trending authoritarian?

Tools to Evaluate A Government’s Openness

One measure of a government’s political posture is Freedom House’s Freedom in the World index,22 which measures whether a country is free, partly free or not free based on factors such as political rights and civil liberties. Freedom House’s Freedom on the Net Index23 surveys a government’s regulations related to the internet, alongside various other factors, as it assesses how open or closed a country’s national internet is, as well as the structure of the government agencies that regulate it and any relevant laws. It assigns each country a score that helps to classify the countries based on a number of factors, references and further details that should be reviewed as a component of an assessment of the information space and legal framework. These rankings are updated annually, but they need to be weighed in with the current situation in your country, for it may change quickly. Another measure is the Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem) Institute,24 which has established a robust, multidimensional dataset that accounts for democracy’s complex systems and allows users to assess how a particular democracy has fared over time. These represent just three methods of gauging a country’s openness and respect for the rule of law, but understanding this component is a critical early step.

---

Does your government have a history of suppressing opposition voices and criticisms, especially ahead of elections?

Are there government agencies that are themselves agents of information manipulation (both foreign and domestic)?

For a comprehensive list of examples of actions taken by governments around the world to defend against misinformation, including efforts ranging from legitimate attempts by democratic governments to ensure information integrity, to efforts by authoritarian regimes to censor speech they do not like, visit Poynter’s Guide to Anti-Misinformation Actions Around the World.26

**Reporting to Social Media Platforms**

If you see election-related information manipulation on social media platforms

- Participate in platforms’ initiatives such as digital literacy and fact-checking programs, etc.
- Continue to engage informally by reporting violating content and trends*
- Advocate to your platform contact to pay more attention to your country’s elections on their site and explain why
- Advocate to your INGO contact about the lack of platform responses to elections information manipulation
- Advocate for the platform to create formal partnerships and/or programs to work with civil society and NGOs to respond to elections information manipulation on their sites

Is it a single piece of violating content?

- Conduct user reporting through the platform’s reporting mechanism on the platform website/mobile app

Who should you contact that might have connections with social media platforms?

Do you have a contact at a social media platform?

- Engage your platform contact. Is the platform monitoring your country’s elections and information trends on their site?

What are your options to engage effectively?

- Advocate to be a formal partner to inform on electoral trends* and report violating content and insights
- Continue engaging informally to report violating trends and content
- Collaborate with platforms on initiatives such as digital literacy programs, fact-checking, etc.
- Report violating content and concerning trends*

How should you maximize the engagement?

- Request access to platform API and data to research ongoing information trends* on the platform

Reach out to INGOs in your country

Reach out to civil society networks in your country or region

Yes

If you are an individual or group conducting social media monitoring to identify and report information manipulation trends, see page 15 for detailed instructions on short- and long-term monitoring strategies. For more specific guidance on using Facebook’s CrowdTangle data to identify trends, refer to First Draft’s resource here.27

---


User Reporting

User reporting is the most accessible way of raising concerns about specific pieces of content that violate the policies of the social media platform on which the content is being shared. User reporting is usually as simple as flagging a specific piece of content within the platform and giving an explanation as to why it is harmful. Note that user reports are usually reviewed by automated systems, human content moderators, and—in rare instances—other units within a company, on the basis of whether they violate existing company standards or policies. Those processes frequently suffer from a lack of societal or political context and knowledge of local languages. User reporting is not an effective way to draw attention to concerning trends or to a large-scale information manipulation campaign. However, it is effective at removing single pieces of content or social media accounts that clearly violate platform policies. For more details about each platform’s community policies and guidelines for how reportable content is defined and other elections-specific platform interventions, refer to Appendix B on page 55.

The table below provides guidance on key platforms’ reporting processes. We listed the major social media platforms here due to their large number of users and global reach.

The methods that platforms undertake to handle reporting about information manipulation, counter mis/disinformation, moderate content, and collaborate internally and externally vary widely and depend on where the company was founded, how long it has been operating, its finances, and its relationships with external stakeholders and the governments, among other considerations.

Tip: Don’t Make Reporting to Social Media Platforms Your Only Approach

Note that reporting violating content to social media platforms is a necessary but insufficient step. Platforms are unlikely to be responsive to user reporting in a timely manner, and it can take days or weeks to receive a response. Content that you find threatens electoral integrity might not be against a platform’s policy or community standards and could be left up. Often, platforms are also unprepared to handle a country’s electoral information environment on their sites or do not understand the local information space and threats. Hence, reporting to platforms should not be your only step and needs to be taken together with our other recommended actions. Social media platforms are rapidly evolving and require all those working on improving electoral information integrity to constantly monitor and, in some cases, advocate for product and policy changes and adjust their strategies in interacting with platforms.

Social media platforms and online web hosts track and respond to information manipulation through a variety of mechanisms: user reporting, partnerships with civil society to identify local trends and risks, engagement with experts, back end in-house and external threat intelligence and digital forensics, cross-industry coordination, and engagement with governmental organizations. Depending on what type of organization you are and what you wish to communicate to the platforms, some of these options will be more relevant to you, and others less so.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>How to report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Facebook | If you identify content and/or accounts on Facebook that you suspect are spreading harmful content ahead of elections, follow the links below.  
  ⚫ Mark a Facebook Post as False News[^28]  
  ⚫ How to Report Things[^29]  
  Appeals can be referred to the Oversight Board. See the Facebook’s Oversight Board box on page 23. |
| Instagram | To submit reports of harmful mis/disinformation around elections, go to the Reducing the Spread of False Information on Instagram page.[^30] |
| Google | Google’s different products have individual terms of service that contain restrictions on hateful and misleading behavior and content, and Google’s processes for reporting mis/disinformation and other harmful content on its platform are also product specific. However, Google Search is most relevant in the case of this playbook. The tool for requesting removal of information from Google Search can be found on [this page](https://support.google.com/legal/troubleshooter/1114905). |
| Snapchat | To file a report of suspected elections-related mis/disinformation and other harmful content, use Snapchat’s in-app reporting feature[^32] or complete this form[^33] on its website. |
| TikTok | To report a video, comment, user, hashtag, etc., suspected of mis/disinformation and other harmful content, see detailed instructions on TikTok’s Report a Problem site[^34]. |
| Twitter | To report Tweets, Lists and Direct Messages that you suspect are spreading harmful content about your country’s elections, follow the instructions here[^35]. Twitter defines harmful content under its Twitter Rules[^36] that can help you understand what is off limits and reportable under its definitions. |
| YouTube | To report mis/disinformation and other harmful content that appears on YouTube through its videos, playlist, thumbnail, comment, channel, etc., use its in-platform mechanism that can be found on the report inappropriate content page[^37]. |
| WhatsApp | To report harmful content to WhatsApp, follow the instructions here[^38]. Note that WhatsApp is a closed, encrypted messaging app, so monitoring content on this app is different from the other social media platforms listed above. |

processes differ by platforms. Typically, after a platform user reports violating content through the platform’s online system, the review process flows as below:

The platform’s automated system checks for obvious violations within the reported content—child pornography, known slurs, etc.—and removes violating posts.

If the automated system is unable to provide definitive answers, then the reported violation is reviewed by content moderators, who may or may not be conversant in the local context and language.

If content moderators find the posts to be in violation of the platform’s policies and community standards, the post is removed. In cases where it is not clear, the post is escalated to other teams within the company, e.g., the policy team, trust and safety team, etc.

Depending on the severity and political impact of the issue, the specific post may be shared with the leadership of the company for more detailed considerations and review before a decision is made.


Oversight Board, “Appealing Content Decisions on Facebook or Instagram” (Facebook Oversight Board, n.d.), https://oversightboard.com/appeals-process/.

Facebook’s Oversight Board

Facebook created the Oversight Board to help it answer some of the most difficult questions around freedom of expression online, what to take down, what to leave up and why. The Oversight Board also provides an appeals process for people to challenge content decisions on Facebook or Instagram. If you already requested that Facebook or Instagram review one of its content decisions and you disagree with the final decision, you can appeal to the board. The process is detailed here. Not all submitted cases will be selected to undergo the appeals process, and the timeline of the process is fairly lengthy.

As platforms update their policies on information manipulation and increase and improve their efforts on content moderation and removal, malign actors are increasingly moving their information manipulation efforts to sites that are more difficult to monitor, specifically closed groups and encrypted messaging applications such as Facebook Groups, WhatsApp, Telegram, Signal, LINE and WeChat. Many of these apps are encrypted, and there is no effective way to monitor or proactively remove the spread of malign information. To counter harmful forms of content
like disinformation, some apps have updated products and policies. For example, WhatsApp set up message forwarding limits to help “slow down the spread of rumors, viral messages and fake news.” Journalists and researchers have attempted to report from encrypted messaging apps by joining closed groups and setting up tip lines to encourage the public to send in content. However, these methods also pose many challenges for those who attempt to report violating content from encrypted messaging apps, particularly ethical challenges. Others from civil society have launched public awareness campaigns by sharing accurate information on WhatsApp. The effect of these types of campaigns remains to be seen, and results are difficult to measure. However, there have been some successful efforts to combat information manipulation on closed messaging platforms. In Taiwan, a collaboration between LINE and Cofacts allows for viral messages to be fact-checked by volunteers and debunked in chat without intrusions on privacy. In Spain, the fact-checking organization Maldita.es added an automated chatbot to its existing WhatsApp tipline in July 2020 to improve response time and build a database to track misinformation trends.

If you’d like more information on how to monitor and report inside closed groups and messaging apps, refer to the European Journalism Centre’s Verification Handbook (specifically Chapter 7), First Draft’s Essential Guide on closed messaging apps and ads, and Brookings Institution’s policy brief on Countering Disinformation and Protecting Democratic Communication on Encrypted Messaging Applications.

Other Ways to Engage with Platforms

Engage with Platform Teams

Most platforms have a variety of teams that can serve as touch points in the lead-up to, during and after elections. Those teams have a variety of incentive structures, roles, and interests, and are sometimes unaware of each other. Some may be locally based, while others are based in regional hubs or at company headquarters. The table below gives a broad overview of the roles related to elections and information manipulation that may exist in a given company. Note that identifying the right staff can be difficult. Some of these roles may be occupied by the same team or person, and newer platforms—even those with a large user base or impact on the information space—may have limited field presence, country representatives, or staff in these functions.

---

45 Silverman, Verification Handbook for Disinformation and Media Manipulation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Teams</th>
<th>Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Policy and Government Relations</td>
<td>The public policy and government relations teams are usually responsible for engaging with regulatory agencies and other government bodies. Their predominant role is to ensure a favorable regulatory environment for the platform. Companies tend to have public policy representatives located in the capitals of countries that are significant markets. Public policy teams can be good entry points for those attempting to address information manipulation, but you should be aware that they have multiple competing priorities and incentives—particularly in instances where a national government is a bad actor in the information space—and thus may not always see dealing with information manipulation as consistent with their role. Some companies have community outreach/partnerships teams that specifically engage with civil society, advocacy groups and academia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Policy/ Human Rights</td>
<td>Established social media platforms who have faced significant issues relating to online harm will generally have a variety of teams working on mitigating that harm. Those teams will oversee the creation of policies that determine what is and is not allowed on the platform; develop and track specific policies related to human rights; and, often, develop partnerships with civil society to help inform the company’s approach to content and user behaviour. Some platforms have dedicated teams explicitly charged with ensuring election integrity. In some instances, those teams are permanently in place, but in other instances they may be established on a temporary basis to respond to a specific election of significance to the platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Moderators</td>
<td>Often contractors, not employees within the company, content moderators review user-reported content and decide if it aligns with the platforms’ policies and community standards. These contractors do not have the scope to change platforms’ standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Product teams are responsible for launching platforms’ products and improving or changing products to prevent platform abuse and limit the spread of mis/disinformation (i.e., limiting forwarding of messages on WhatsApp, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat Intelligence</td>
<td>Researchers who conduct deep dive investigations into threats manifesting on a platform typically look at coordinated inauthentic or other types of behavior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you are not already in touch with the platforms of relevance to your information space, most global social media companies have established partnerships with major INGOs or coalitions, such as the Design for Democracy Coalition,\(^48\) and other local or regional civil society networks, who can work with you to ensure you are communicating with the best point of contact within each company.

Tip: An Introduction to the Design 4 Democracy Coalition

The Design 4 Democracy Coalition (D4D), led by NDI, IRI, IFES and International IDEA, is an international group of democracy and human rights organizations, from a diverse collection of regions, political ideologies and backgrounds, that is committed to ensuring that the technology industry embraces democracy as a core design principle. By developing a forum for coordination and support within the democracy community on technology issues, and by creating an institutional channel for communication between the democracy community, civil society organizations and the tech industry, D4D is working to strengthen democracy in the digital age. The Coalition could serve as a useful resource for you; contact information is available on the D4D website. The D4D coalition also developed the TRACE Tool, a form that allows you to request access to training or tools provided by D4D’s technology partners, or to flag content or profile issues that need to be addressed through expedited means.49

Participate in Collaborative Cross-Industry Efforts

Most of the major online platforms have established processes and programs for partnering with civil society, independent media and academia on issues related to information manipulation. Those include mechanisms for gaining insight into local context and linguistic issues; formal partnerships with fact-checkers, journalists and civil society; and rapid escalation channels for select groups in crisis situations. Partners can preemptively provide contextual knowledge and flag issue areas and potential events that might be subject to information manipulation and cause real-life violence. This contextualization enables platforms to take immediate actions either by removing content or by taking proactive actions in modifying their products, policies and resources to prevent the platform’s facilitation of violence or anti-democratic behavior. This tactic is particularly effective for CSOs, journalists or activists who are victims of state-sponsored disinformation and harassment.

These mechanisms are continuously adapted and may or may not be active in your country. The INGOs detailed under the D4D coalition above can help you navigate which programs are active in your country and how you can participate in those programs. You can find examples of successful initiatives in Step 3: Build Resiliency on page 40.

How social media companies approach information manipulation

Social media platforms typically prefer not to rely only on users reporting election-related mis/disinformation spreading on their platforms. According to the CEPPS Countering Disinformation guide,50 platforms have enacted policies, product interventions and enforcement measures to limit the spread of mis/disinformation. Most platforms also have some form of content moderation tools in place; you can find an inventory of these tools in the Toolkit for Civil Society and Moderation Inventory51 developed by Meedan.52

---


50 USAID and National Democratic Institute, Countering Disinformation: A Guide to Promoting Information Integrity.


Platforms also limit the spread of election-related misinformation through the design and implementation of product features and technical or human interventions. This is highly dependent on the nature and functionality of specific platforms—traditional social media services, image and video sharing platforms, messaging applications, and search engines. Both Twitter and Facebook use automation\(^{53}\) for detecting certain types of misinformation and enforcing content policies. The companies similarly employ technical tools to assist in the detection of inauthentic activity on their platforms and then publicly disclose their findings in periodic transparency reports that include data on account removals. You can find more details about different types of platforms’ efforts to limit the spread of misinformation through product features and technical/human intervention in Appendix B on page 57 or in the CEPPS Countering Disinformation Guide’s topical section on platforms.\(^{54}\)

### Strategic Communications

Communications in response to or in preparation for election-related information manipulation are typically broken down into two approaches: proactive and responsive.

- **Proactive Communication:** This approach aims to provide accurate, reliable, consistent and concise information regarding an election before any false narratives take hold, in an effort to create a trustworthy information space for citizens.

- **Responsive Communication:** This approach aims to counter false narratives once they have already gained traction, frequently involving directly identifying a false narrative and its objectives and responding to those inaccuracies with the truth (See the Fact-Checking section on page 32).

In advance of developing a strategic communications campaign, and before the election itself, take the time to consider common misinformation and false narratives that inevitably emerge before, during and after elections so you will be prepared with positive, strategic communications well in advance. Common information manipulation campaigns include content that spreads confusion about voting procedures or technical processes, such as false voting times; content that may result in direct voter suppression, such as falsely reporting unsafe voting environments or inefficient or closed voting locations; and content that may delegitimize the election, such as narratives of widespread voter fraud, broken voting infrastructure or large-scale conspiracy theories.\(^{55}\)

As you consider potential false narratives, begin planning for and agreeing to ready-made, well-crafted narratives and messaging that can be sustainably and quickly deployed throughout the election. Keep the best practices listed below in mind as you plan your strategic communication campaign to be sure messaging is clear from the outset and remains consistent and easy to understand throughout the election.

- Carefully *research your audience* and plan your campaign.
  - Who is your audience(s)?
  - What is the purpose of your message?
  - What will resonate with your audience? How can you build inclusive messaging?

- Clearly define—and remain consistent with—your messaging goals.

---


● **Create content.** Concentrate on messaging that provides action steps for your audience. What are you asking them to do?

● **Avoid Accidental Amplification.** If communications are directly countering a falsehood, the message must be framed in a way that ensures amplification of the truth rather than accidentally attracting more attention to the falsehood. Framing an unproven assertion between two truths better emphasizes accurate information rather than simply stating it.

● **Select the platforms and tactics** to share your counter-narrative. Consider accessibility and inclusivity in your platform choice; diversify communication channels to include those that are accessible in low-bandwidth areas; and use graphics, songs, theater plays or other innovative communication methods for those who may not be literate.

● **Partnering/Networks.** Often other groups or networks have the same interests, and working together increases efficiency and strengthens the credibility of the information when shared by multiple sources. Consider partnering with existing networks or influencers—those with large numbers of followers who are able to reach broad groups of the population—to amplify your messages and build bridges with skeptical audiences (see here for an example of Finland’s use of influencers to spread true information about elections).

● **Evaluate the impact.** Continue to conduct research and monitor dialogue while keeping your original communication goals in mind. If conditions change, consider adapting your message to ensure your original communication goals are met.

While not all information manipulation necessitates a response (see the Strategic Silence section on page 38), there will be myriad false narratives that require attention as they gain public notice and influence. Any public communications regarding information manipulation—whether proactive or responsive in nature—should uphold **truthfulness, openness, fairness and accuracy**. To communicate about disinformation effectively, you should address:

● **Timeliness.** Speed is critical in countering information manipulation effectively; this means developing protocols for strategic communications that balance speed and accuracy, with clear guidelines on necessary approvals and communication steps. The longer disinformation goes unanswered, the more likely it will be effective.

● **Messaging.** All communications should be accurate, values-driven and compelling enough to compete (see Why Does Disinformation Go Viral?). Your messaging should be empathetic to concerns and follow “Easy Read” protocols described here. Additional guidance on developing a compelling messaging campaign can be found in the Co/Act Toolkit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why Does Disinformation Go Viral?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To effectively out-communicate fake news, it’s important to understand how and why it often spreads so quickly. In the era of social media, the extent to which mis/disinformation gains traction is often linked to the emotional response the underlying narrative is able to evoke. Evoking emotions such as disgust, surprise, anger, fear and contempt can play a vital role in how quickly news is shared. Disinformation is often crafted in a way that plays into those emotions, capitalizing on vulnerabilities in how we form our opinions and exacerbating existing divisions and biases to encourage emotion to overwhelm reason or logic. Using humor, empathy, creativity, and interesting images or graphics in your communications may help truthful messages compete with disinformation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


Many studies have indicated that the best predictor of whether people will believe a rumor is the number of times they are exposed to it. Using this same principle in promoting accurate news, communication campaigns should emphasize the repetition of a clear, focused message to most effectively spread the truth. Focus communications on sharing what the government is doing to organize and prepare for the elections, refuting mis/disinformation, advancing the truth, and seeking to develop relationships with key audiences and constituencies.

Given the typically high volume of disinformation narratives surrounding elections, and the frequently limited capacity of democracy actors—including EMBs, CSOs, and even mass media sites—to dedicate resources to address this challenge, focus on countering the objectives of information manipulation campaigns, which are often aimed at exploiting existing divisions or changing public opinion about a political candidate or party, rather than countering individual narratives. EMBs, CSOs and other democracy actors should focus on proactive communication strategies, dedicating resources to promoting the truth rather than countering falsehoods.

In general, consider these steps as you plan your communications:

1. Identify the key facts related to the election that are most critical to continually reaffirm as true—consider the who, what, where, when and how of elections—and use your messaging to establish ground truth facts as much as possible.

2. Decide on the most trusted information channels and partners to help convey the message; provide clear messaging to them along with guidance to communicate the message.

3. As you regularly share your message, continue to monitor media coverage, including social media, and establish a feedback loop for how your messages are picked up and responded to.

4. Modify your message if conditions change (such as a shift on election day or outbreaks of violence) to demonstrate responsiveness, but be sure to maintain clear communications objectives and message consistency.

**Key factors fueling the infodemic**

- Citizens seek clear, definitive information in evolving, uncertain circumstances
- False and misleading information is spread within closed networks (though this information is not necessarily trusted)
- Disinformation is increasingly well disguised and decreasingly challenged by audiences with low media literacy skills
- Citizens must navigate and evaluate an overload of often conflicting information

**Implications for tackling the infodemic via public communication initiatives**

- Providing clearer, more definitive information through official channels and established media outlets
- “Pre-bunk” or warn about potential disinformation before it occurs, as part of communication and public information campaigns
- Maintaining transparent communication about the situation, government action and risks to restore trust in public institutions and in the information and guidance they relay
- Ensuring consistency, even if information is tentative, and messaging discipline across public authorities to speak with a single voice and reduce information overload

Source: Image adapted from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) report Transparency, communication and trust: The role of public communication in responding to the wave of disinformation about the new Coronavirus.

---


Given the often explicitly divisive goal of information manipulation campaigns, it is absolutely critical for communication campaigns to prioritize reaching marginalized and targeted groups and provide accurate information that empowers those groups to mitigate potential impacts. As such, we recommend that democracy actors implement a wide range of communication strategies before, during and after the election. Consider diversifying your approach by partnering with trusted networks and community leaders, and tailor your message to appeal to unique audiences; in doing so, you will reach a broader proportion of the population and more vulnerable groups, which will increase the chances of outcompeting inaccurate information in the spaces where it is most widely promoted.

For more thorough guidance on communications aimed at countering information manipulation, refer to the resources below.

The RESIST Counter Disinformation Toolkit Annex E: Strategic Communication (Tool) is a step-by-step guideline for deploying the FACT and OASIS models for effective strategic communication.

Countering Information Influence Activities: A Handbook for Communicators, (Guide) published by the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, includes extensive guidance on how to choose the best communications response according to the information manipulation occurring.

Information Manipulation: A Challenge for Our Democracies (Guide) offers useful case studies and suggestions based on previous strategic communication campaigns.

Inclusive Communications

It is important to adapt your messaging for different contexts and to intentionally work to reach diverse audiences. Marginalized social and issue-focused groups—including women, immigrants and minorities, among others—are often the primary targets of mis/disinformation attacks. Information manipulation campaigns often work to exploit existing socioeconomic divisions; voter suppression is often targeted at specific, vulnerable communities; and biases and prejudices are often amplified to sow discord, confusion and disenfranchisement. You can find more information on how to understand the gendered dimensions of disinformation in particular in the Gender and Disinformation chapter of the CEPPS Countering Disinformation guide.

No matter the diverse channels or messages you use, inclusion, accessibility and transparency should be at the forefront of your strategy. Text messages, radio and traditional media outreach may reach a wider part of the population in spaces where internet accessibility is expensive or low. Following Easy Read principles to reach lower literacy populations as well as creating content in multiple languages, including indigenous languages, is key to accessible and far-reaching communications.

Diversifying communications across platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and WhatsApp, among others, will increase the segments of the population you’re able to reach. Finally, aim to produce easily shareable content for maximally efficient communication, such as using easy to understand graphics, wherever possible.

---


Case Study: Supporting Access to Independent Media for Low-Income Populations in Latin America

Over the last decade, IRI has conducted programs throughout Latin America to support independent media as they produce and disseminate independent, reliable news content in fast-paced and ever-changing sociopolitical contexts, often targeting lower-income sectors that are less likely to receive this information elsewhere. Through its work, IRI has found that grassroots approaches and the establishment of alliances between civil society and the media, as well as careful consideration of security concerns, have been critical to successfully engage with a broad range of stakeholders to improve the dissemination of truthful news. If your organization is seeking to share truthful information in an accessible way to lower-income sectors, consider supporting a wide range of independent media outlets through a network of online, printed, radio, television and social media content, and establish a dissemination network using tools such as radio broadcasts, mass messaging, and targeted digital advertisements, or alternative methods such as public screenings, street theaters or humor shows.

Tip: Avoid Amplifying False Information

Repeating false information in order to correct it can sometimes result in an increased belief in the false information. As such, your communications campaigns should focus on repeating accurate information without reference to the information that you are trying to debunk. For instance, an effective campaign would say "Election Day is XXX. Only trust information from official sources," and not "Election Day is not XXX. Do not trust information from XXX."

Case Studies of Communication Tactics

Case Study: Communications by the Independent National Electoral Commission of Nigeria

During electoral periods, the INEC of Nigeria provides daily televised briefings, participates in live TV interviews, and regularly issues press statements to explain the policies and actions of the commission.\(^ \text{18} \) This regular, proactive communication not only informs the general public of the activities of the Commission, but also creates transparency and trust around the election process. INEC’s activities continue beyond electoral periods as well, with the creation of accessible voter education resources that explain details of how and where to vote, how to register, and voters’ rights and responsibilities. INEC also regularly generates a newsletter and press releases that transparently contain updates to election processes. These efforts have actively amplified the facts about electoral processes in Nigeria, helping to proactively counteract any information manipulation around Nigerian elections.

---

If your organization seeks to develop skills beyond reporting concerns to fact-checkers and would like to develop the capacity to regularly and sustainably conduct fact-checks yourself, consider the guidance below. As outlined in the comprehensive guide developed by Poynter, fact-checking information related to elections is guided by one main question: “How do we know that?”  

---

**Case Study: Taiwan’s Fast Fair Fun Campaign**

Key to Taiwan’s success in managing the COVID-19 pandemic was a unique, and ultimately extremely effective, communications strategy that may be emulated in elections-related contexts. Rather than responsively countering or fact-checking false narratives about the virus, the Taiwanese government launched a communications campaign centered on three elements: fair, fast and fun.

- **Fast**: As soon as citizens began reporting outbreaks and concerns, the Taiwanese government immediately enacted policies to suspend travel to and from China, indicating trust and transparency between the state and its citizens. Additionally, facts, often shared by way of memes, were rapidly deployed to promote the truth before mis/disinformation could spread.

- **Fair**: In order to maximize transparency and full information, the state took action to make health-related data public, including data regarding mask supply. This equipped all citizens with access to critical information and ensured fair access for everyone.

- **Fun**: With a mentality of “humor over rumor,” the state created communication campaigns using humor to dispel rumors about mask supply, how COVID-19 spreads, etc., including a “spokesdog” to deliver safety guidelines to the public in an approachable and entertaining way. This campaign demonstrated how factual humor spreads faster than rumor.

**Fact-Checking**

Fact-checking is a process that seeks to verify information and provide accurate, unbiased analysis of a claim. Although fact-checking alone can be ineffective in protecting the integrity of the information environment surrounding an election—the direct impact of corrections is often very limited—it can prove useful in correcting key pieces of election-related information manipulation.

---

Generally speaking, fact-checking is composed of three steps:  

1. **Find fact-checkable claims** by monitoring social media, mainstream media and political statements discussing election-related information to identify a dubious or incorrect claim that can be objectively verified. In selecting a claim, consider:
   a) How viral is the claim (What is its extent, reach and spread)?
   b) What is the source of the claim? (Who shared it?)
   c) What is the nature of the claim? (Can it lead to violence? Is it provocative?)

2. **Find the facts** once you select a claim, by gathering the best available evidence regarding the claim, being sure to evaluate the reliability of your sources. Available tools for this step include:
   a) [Google Image Search](https://images.google.com) to determine the origin of photos or videos.
   b) [TinEye Reverse Image Search](https://tineye.com) to determine how long and how often an image has been available and how it has been edited.
   c) [Google Fact Check Explorer](https://toolbox.google.com/factcheck/explorer) to find existing fact-check results regarding a person, topic or issue.
   d) [Amnesty International YouTube DataViewer](https://citizenevidence.amnestyusa.org) to determine if a video or parts of a video have been previously uploaded online.
   e) [The Global Disinformation Index](https://disinformationindex.org) to find the probability of disinformation on a specific media outlet.

   You can find a robust list of additional resources [here](https://www.rand.org/research/projects/truth-decay/fighting-disinformation/search.html).

3. **Correct the record** by evaluating the claim in light of the best available evidence, usually on a scale of truthfulness: true, mostly true, half true, mostly false, false, and pants on fire.

---

70 “How to Fact-Check Like a Pro” (The Public Library of Albuquerque and Bernalillo County, n.d.), [https://abqlibrary.org/FakeNews/FactCheck](https://abqlibrary.org/FakeNews/FactCheck).


72 TinEye Reverse Image Search (TinEye, n.d), [https://tineye.com](https://tineye.com).

73 Google Fact Check Explorer (Google, n.d), [https://toolbox.google.com/factcheck/explorer](https://toolbox.google.com/factcheck/explorer).


For more robust guidance and training content to develop skills to effectively identify, evaluate and fact-check claims, and to train others in how to fact-check as well, consider referencing the following resources:

- First Draft’s free library of training content, including online courses, toolkits and resources.\(^7^7\)

- Learn to Discern (L2D) Curriculum and Online Game to strengthen media and information literacy skills.\(^7^8\)

- Trust and Verification, a free online course, teaches how to build trust as a journalist or content creator in an age of information manipulation.\(^7^9\)

Fact-checking itself is an imperfect strategy. As your organization considers evaluating the veracity of facts in the hopes of countering or debunking false information, keep in mind the biases, not only of your audience but also of yourself, that might influence perceptions of the truth. Furthermore, if you suspect false fact-checkers might be clouding the information space, reference the International Fact-Checking Network’s fact-checker’s code of principles to determine if the behavior of the possibly false fact-checker is untrustworthy.\(^8^0\)

### Partnering with the Media

Important to any election protection efforts is working with local media outlets to provide authoritative content in advance of and during elections and ensuring that they are part of your partnership team to counter, prebunk and debunk false narratives and content. As such, ensuring that independent media are equipped with best practices to identify, respond to and expose false narratives and are able to quickly provide authoritative content will support the overall mission of countering information manipulation during elections. There are a number of resources for the media, including free training courses available on First Draft’s website.\(^8^1\)

---

\(^7^7\) First Draft Training (First Draft, n.d.), https://firstdraftnews.org/training/.

\(^7^8\) Learn to Discern, “Media Literacy Training” (IREX, n.d.), https://www.irex.org/project/learn-discern-l2d-media-literacy-training.

\(^7^9\) Craig Silverman, Instructor, “Trust and Verification in an Age of Misinformation,” online course (Knight Center for Journalism in the Americas) https://journalismcourses.org/es/course/trustandverification/.


Collaborative Fact-Checking Efforts

While journalists are often the leading actors in fact-checking efforts, many of the most successful fact-checking initiatives have been the result of collaboration across stakeholder groups; CSOs, NGOs and even EMBs can complement journalists’ efforts by acting as reliable sources of information and offering supplementary expertise. Below are examples of fact-checking collaborations that involve multiple democratic actors.

- **StopFake** is a fact-checking organization founded by Ukrainian professors and students to identify and investigate fake information about events in Ukraine.82

- **Africa Check** is Africa’s first independent, non-profit organization covering Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal and South Africa, analyzing important public statements and publishing fact-checking reports to guide public debate.83

- **Chequeado** is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization dedicated to the verification of public discourse and to countering mis/disinformation. Chequeado convenes all stakeholder groups in their efforts to combat mis/disinformation.84

- **The International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN)** is a unit of the Poynter Institute that convenes fact-checkers worldwide and that actively promotes best practices and exchanges in this field, in addition to providing training and fellowships.85

- **Verificado** is a collaborative fact-checking platform that aims to combat disinformation and fake news surrounding Mexican elections, as well as verify reports on the electoral process (see the Mexico Case Study in Appendix A on page 49 for additional details).86

- **Third-party fact-checkers** have partnered with Facebook to review and rate the accuracy of Facebook articles and posts. In countries such as Colombia, Indonesia, and Ukraine, as well as various members of the EU, Facebook has commissioned groups—through what is described as “a thorough and rigorous application process” established by the IFCN—to become trusted fact-checkers who vet content, provide input into the algorithms that define the News Feed, and downgrade and flag content that is identified as false.87

Global fact-checking resources may also be useful, such as **Claim Buster** and **AP Fact Check**, among others.

---

As your organization monitors the information space for concerning claims surrounding the election, keep an eye out specifically for the key facts, described below, that may be manipulated to confuse or dissuade voters.

**Key Facts During an Election Process:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who?</th>
<th>The entities and people who make elections happen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What?</td>
<td>The machines, systems and ways that we vote.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When?</td>
<td>The day(s), times and deadlines that guides registration and voting timelines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where?</td>
<td>The locations we gather to vote.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If your organization detects misleading information related to the who, what, when, where and how of an election, take the time to report the claim.

**Social Media Platform Initiatives to Increase Access to Credible Information**

A key piece of fact-checking is having access to credible, reliable and unrestricted information on and offline. In response to advocacy efforts and complaints over complicity by social media platforms, some platforms have launched initiatives to increase access to credible information, ranging from redirecting users to reliable sources of election-related news, to expanding Application Programming Interface (API) access to enable research, to improving product features to discourage the sharing of false information. As your organization seeks to fact-check information around an election, keep these efforts in mind to either capitalize on existing initiatives or to advocate for similar initiatives if they do not yet exist in your country.

**Facebook**

Facebook has implemented a number of initiatives to improve access to data and authoritative information, both for fact-checkers and researchers. One feature affixes information labels or buttons to posts that reference certain topics vulnerable to information manipulation, such as COVID-19, vaccines and elections. For example, the company labels content referencing “ballots” or “voting” (irrespective of the content’s veracity) during an election, directing Facebook users to official voting information. These labels were used extensively during the 2020 U.S. presidential election and have been used during elections in other countries, as well, including Colombia, the UK and Germany, among others.89

For example, in preparation for the 2019 local elections in Colombia, Facebook partnered with Colombia’s National Electoral Council (CNE) to provide citizens with credible information about voting by creating Election Day reminders and an Informed Voter button, which redirected the user to the local election authority for voter information about where and when they could vote. These features have been used in other elections around the globe. Examples of Facebook’s voter information features are depicted below:

Facebook has also begun labeling certain state-controlled media to provide greater transparency on the sources of information on the platform. These labels currently appear on Pages and on the platform’s ad libraries; they will eventually be expanded to be more widely visible. The labels build on transparency features already in operation on Facebook Pages, which include panels that provide context on how the Page is administered (including information about the users who manage the Page and the countries from which they are operating), as well as information about whether the Page is state-controlled.90

---


90 Colin Crowell and @misskaul, “Protecting the Integrity of the Election Conversation in India” (Twitter, February 21, 2019), https://blog.twitter.com/en_in/topics/events/2019/election-integrity.
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Twitter
Twitter has developed a number of policies, campaigns and product features to provide users with access to credible and authoritative information. In 2019, ahead of India’s election, Twitter undertook substantial efforts to provide users with access to credible information about the election, while also evolving its product, updating rules and addressing information manipulation on its service affecting India overall. These efforts also included additional product features and enhancements to prevent users from sharing misleading information about voting. More recently, Twitter announced a partnership with the Associated Press (AP) and Reuters to expand its efforts to better highlight reliable news as well as to add more context to the news and trends circulating on its platform.

WhatsApp
As an encrypted messaging platform, WhatsApp has limited information available to users and researchers about activities on its services. However, WhatsApp has provided access to its API in order to support certain research initiatives. The company has expanded API access through the Zendesk system—particularly for groups connected to the First Draft Coalition, such as Comprova in Brazil and CrossCheck in Nigeria. This approach has been used to collect data on political events, the spread of false information and hate speech, and other research goals. The International Fact-Checking Network has also developed a collaboration with WhatsApp that includes access to the API for certain kinds of research.

Google
Google’s Knowledge Panels are boxes of information that appear when users search for people, places, things and organizations that are in the Knowledge Graph, Google’s database of facts. These automatically generated boxes of information, depicted below, provide a snapshot of information on a particular topic. While knowledge panels were created to provide information and address information manipulation, they have been the cause of magnifying some disinformation.

YouTube
In order to provide users with accurate information, YouTube provides Breaking News and Top News features, which elevate information from verified news sources. As part of the company’s ongoing efforts, YouTube has indicated that it is expanding the use of information panels to provide users with additional context from fact-checkers.
Strategic Silence

As mentioned earlier in this playbook, not all information manipulation necessitates a response. Even as skills related to spotting false information improve, it is critical, when deciding to debunk a falsehood, to avoid amplifying the very message you are trying to correct. Actively deciding against debunking a false claim is strategic silence. In considering whether or not a falsehood warrants a reply, evaluate the following:

- What is the risk level associated with the claim? Might it lead to violence or physical harm? Does it threaten to significantly undermine elections and/or voter confidence in the process or outcomes?
- What are the levels of engagement?
- How widespread is the attention?
- Who created the falsehood? Are they an established voice who may be considered credible? How much influence do they have?
- Has the falsehood already had a demonstrated effect?

If engagement levels with the claim are low, attention is not widespread, there is no demonstrated effect, or the claim has not or is unlikely to have an impact on voter behavior and beliefs, it is unlikely the falsehood requires an intervention. In a situation where the claim does not yet rise to the level of necessitating a response, we recommend that you log the incident and add it to any existing monitoring routines in case of increased relevancy or engagement. While it may seem counterintuitive to allow a falsehood to remain unchecked, countering a claim that has not garnered much attention nor achieved much influence can have the unintended impact of amplifying or reinforcing a falsehood simply as a result of repeating it.

Thinking About Timelines

While there’s no exact timeline for how long you or your organization should remain silent, continual monitoring of the identified false narrative(s) or manipulated piece(s) of information will help determine when communication is needed. If a false or misleading narrative or content begins to gain traction, whether that be quickly over just a few days or over the course of a few weeks, adjusting your strategy to address the false narrative may become prudent or even necessary.
Resources for Responding to Disinformation

Once you have identified disinformation, these tools and resources listed below can help you counter or respond to disinformation.

- **Demtech/Comprop Navigator (Resource List):** As part of the project on Computational Propaganda, the Oxford Internet Institute developed the Demtech Navigator as an online guide for civil society organizations that provides tools, information and resources from a variety of sources with strategies for dealing with disinformation, fake news, cybersecurity and online harassment.  

  98 DemTech Navigator (Programme on Democracy and the Internet, Oxford University Institute, n.d.), https://navigator.oii.ox.ac.uk.

- **RAND Corporation Database of Tools that Fight Disinformation (Resource List):** The RAND Corporation compiled a database of tools developed by nonprofit organizations in the U.S. for combating disinformation, especially on social media. These are product or resource-related tools, rather than resources that provide general information. The database includes tools for fact-checking, bot trackers and image verification.  


- **CEPPS Countering Disinformation Guide (Guide):** Commissioned by USAID, the Consortium for Elections and Political Process Strengthening (CEPPS)—composed of the National Democratic Institute, the International Republican Institute and the International Foundation for Electoral Systems—developed the CEPPS Disinformation Guide as a resource for civil society organizations, governments and election management bodies. The guide provides research on countering disinformation and a searchable database of initiatives by civil society organizations and other stakeholders from around the globe to target disinformation.  


- **Digital Sherlocks (Network):** The Atlantic Council launched Digital Sherlocks as a program to train a network of individuals on open-source tools for countering disinformation. To date, the Atlantic Council has trained over 1,500 people through 50 workshops in six continents to support worldwide digital resilience.  


---

98 DemTech Navigator (Programme on Democracy and the Internet, Oxford University Institute, n.d.), https://navigator.oii.ox.ac.uk.


Step 3 Build Resilience

In order to build a vibrant and strong information environment, existing and nascent democracies must prioritize building democratic processes that are resilient to information disorders, including information manipulation. In this playbook, what we mean by resilience is the ability of citizens to participate in and contribute to democratic processes such as elections. Citizens need to have the skills to find, identify, think critically about and evaluate the election-related information they are consuming online and offline, while public, private and civil society institutions need to ensure that citizens have access to credible resources and information. In this chapter, we highlight approaches to building resilience such as public awareness campaigns, civil society advocacy, digital literacy and cyber hygiene.

A Whole-of-Society Approach for Resilience

Building a resilient society requires an understanding of global, regional and country-specific whole-of-society responses and interventions to counter information manipulation, such as those in the examples below. While governments, digital platforms, the private sector, academia and civil society each have their own approaches to mitigation, no one sector can address these challenges alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Paris Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Paris Call consists of a group of 79 countries, 36 public authorities, 391 organizations and 705 companies that have come together to align around a set of nine principles to create an open, secure, safe and peaceful cyberspace. The Paris Call reaffirms these countries’ commitment to international humanitarian law and customary international law to provide the same protections for citizens online as these laws provide offline. In creating this call, governments, civil society and the private sector, including social media companies, adhere to providing safety, stability and security in cyberspace, as well as increased trust and transparency to citizens. The call has created a multistakeholder forum process for organizations and countries to come together to increase information sharing and collaboration.⁵⁰²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional (Europe)</th>
<th>The European Union Code of Practice on Disinformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The EU Code of Practice on Disinformation⁵⁰³ is one of the more multinational and well-resourced regional initiatives, as it has the support of the entire European bloc and includes signatories from Facebook, Google, Twitter and Mozilla, as well as advertisers and parts of the advertising industry. The Code is centered on five pillars: enhance transparency of online news; promote media and information literacy to counter disinformation; develop tools for empowering users and journalists to tackle disinformation; safeguard the diversity and sustainability of the European news media ecosystem; and promote continued research on the impact of disinformation in Europe to evaluate and adjust response measures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional (Latin America)</th>
<th>Fundamedios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fundamedios</strong></td>
<td>Founded in 2007, Fundamedios is an organization dedicated to promoting freedom of expression, upholding human rights, and monitoring aggressions and risks faced by journalists across Latin America. Fundamedios has actively worked to establish a network—spanning Ecuador, Bolivia, Argentina, Honduras and the U.S.—of civil society, media and international organizations to monitor and train journalists and other civil society stakeholders to better identify, understand and combat mis/disinformation. Additional regional collaborations include advocacy to governments to advance access to information, as well as generating media outlets to spread truthful content.¹⁰⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country-Specific (Nigeria)</th>
<th>Abuja Accord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abuja Accord</strong></td>
<td>Leading up to the 2015 general elections in Nigeria, multiple stakeholders affirmed their commitment to a peaceful electoral process through the signing of a five-point agreement, the Abuja Accord. Signatories—including presidential candidates, representatives of the EMB, and security agencies—committed themselves to increase the security of Nigeria’s elections, including agreeing to take proactive measures to prevent electoral violence, committing to fully abide by regulations as determined by the legal framework for elections in Nigeria, and placing national interest above partisan concern, among others.¹⁰⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country-Specific (Argentina)</th>
<th>Ethical Digital Commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethical Digital Commitment</strong></td>
<td>In 2019, the National Electoral Council (CNE: Cámara Nacional Electoral) of Argentina launched an initiative to engage stakeholders of all types—including political parties as well as representatives of technology and social network companies—to sign an Ethical Digital Commitment. The aim of the commitment was to prevent the dissemination of fake news and any other mechanisms of information manipulation that may negatively affect elections. The commitment included collaboration across sectors of society, as signatories included people from various political parties; representatives of Google, Facebook, Twitter, and WhatsApp; and directors of the Association of Digital Journalism (ADEPA), among others.¹⁰⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Public Awareness Campaigns

While strategic communications are necessary in the lead-up to and during elections, for long-term resilience, continued efforts between election periods is also critical. Public awareness campaigns help citizens understand that the information environment is manipulated in ways that might undermine their capacity to exercise their democratic rights. It is important to enable and empower your targeted audience to think critically about the information they consume and to have the necessary toolkit to communicate and engage with their trusted networks of friends, family and colleagues, so that they in turn can share this understanding. In your efforts to raise awareness about the threat of information manipulation, consider the steps below.

Before your campaign:

- Identify the segment of the population and audience you want to appeal to at national, subnational and local levels.
- Identify other partner civil society and organizations to actively include in your awareness campaign or those who can help you amplify your messages.
- Determine how you will run your awareness campaign and what channels you will use to dispel falsehoods and manipulated information. Examples include public service announcements, press releases, social media, television radio, and word-of-mouth channels.

During your campaign:

- Use proactive communication to identify potential risks of information manipulation and its consequences both during and between election cycles.
- Raise your constituents’ and partners’ awareness about the types of information manipulation they may experience and see online and offline (falsehoods, “half-truths,” hate speech, state-sponsored propaganda, etc.).
- Share with your targeted population and constituents where to go to find skills, resources and programming on digital literacy, cyber hygiene and ways to respond to information manipulation.
- Share insights on when to stay silent in order to avoid spreading manipulated information.

After the campaign:

- Meet with your team to determine lessons learned and steps to improve follow-on iterations.
- Repeat successful public awareness campaigns for disparate targeted segments of the population (older populations, marginalized communities, etc.).

The table below includes examples of public awareness campaigns that successfully increased their targeted citizenry’s knowledge. While some of these examples focus on raising awareness around COVID-19, the tactics used are transferable to electoral contexts as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Democracy Actor</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government</strong></td>
<td><strong>“Stop the Spread”</strong> is a global campaign aimed at raising awareness about the risks of misinformation around COVID-19, encouraging the public to double-check information with trusted sources such as the WHO and national health authorities.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government</strong></td>
<td>In Timor-Leste, government officials partnered with IRI to connect citizens and members of parliament through a talk show called <strong>“Koalia Ba Hau/Talk to Me!”</strong> Government officials are able to proactively share truthful information on topics such as COVID-19, and citizens are able to participate by asking questions and making comments. Koalia Ba Hau is broadcast on national television with a reach of 9,500 viewers, as well as on radio stations across the country. This form of proactive communication has proven to have better reach than traditional town halls and roundtables.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Democracy Actor** | **Examples**
---|---
**EMB** | In 2020, the Brazilian Superior Electoral Court (TSE) augmented its traditional public outreach strategies through the creation of “e-Título,” a mobile app that helps voters identify their polling stations and facilitates direct communication between voters and the TSE.¹⁰⁸

**EMB** | The National Election Board of Ethiopia (NEBE) created a #AskNebe campaign¹⁰⁹ on Twitter for voters to directly communicate with the board and to ask questions about the election process and how to get credible information.

**CSO** | Matsda2sh (“do not believe”) is an Egyptian fact-checking CSO that has used Facebook to reach over 500 thousand followers with awareness videos on the dangers of disinformation.¹¹⁰

---

**The Importance of Advocacy**

Civil society organizations can be a strong voice and advocate for greater transparency from local governments, political parties and EMBs in order to push for regulatory and legal changes to better protect future elections and ensure stronger commitments, auditability, and accountability measures from social media and other technology companies. Such appeals for transparency, accountability and reform will often require CSOs to design a proactive advocacy campaign. When developing a government-focused advocacy campaign, consider the best practices listed below.

- Conduct a **situational and landscape analysis** on why an advocacy campaign may be warranted: What are the current laws and regulations on information manipulation, online hate, harassment, and freedom of expression within the society?

- Map the stakeholders and **build a coalition**: Who are the stakeholders you need to engage with from local governments, your partners, and legal and technical experts to build an advocacy coalition and a successful advocacy campaign? Since information manipulation, online hate, and harassment often include marginalized communities, make sure to include the diversity of these voices and perspectives.

- Consider the **central issue** or set of issues to build your policy advocacy campaign around, and ensure alignment on the issue across your stakeholder ecosystem.

- Create **communication and messaging strategies**. This may include content development, a website, and social media and traditional media presence. Identify your validators who can amplify your campaign message.

- Identify the **government stakeholders** you want to advocate with and the best tactics for government advocacy. This may include engaging directly with governments, writing letters, submitting recommendations and partnering with internal allies who can carry out the message.

Additional information can be found in the Open Internet for Democracy Advocacy Playbook.¹¹¹

---

¹⁰⁸ Brazilian Superior Electoral Court, “e-Título” (app), https://apps.apple.com/us/app/e-t%C3%ADtulo/id1320338088.


¹¹⁰ Matsda2sh (Facebook Page), https://www.facebook.com/matsda2sh/.

Digital Literacy

Digital literacy initiatives focus on building citizen capacity to operate in a highly digitized world. While digital literacy programs should be tailored to their audience, they typically include helping people learn how to quickly discern fact from fiction and develop an understanding of how information spreads online. In a digital literacy initiative, your partners, employees and citizens can learn these critical lessons:

- How to think critically about the information they consume both on social media and through traditional media outlets.
- The functions of social and mainstream media, including how information is curated and spread.
- How to identify credible content (i.e., can it be verified by multiple credible sources, has it been verified by credible fact-checking organizations, is the headline sensationalized, etc.).
- How to verify images and videos through programs such as Google image search, reverse image search, and fake video news debunker.\(^{112}\)
- How to avoid contributing to disinformation by not sharing or commenting on unverified content.\(^{113}\)
- How to report false or harmful content in open and closed networks to social media platforms.
- Acknowledge how bias, “group think,” and cultural, religious, and social norms affect one’s ability to identify and evaluate credible content.

Any digital literacy initiative for citizens, partners and your own organization should also include lessons on cyber hygiene.

- Use strong passwords and two-factor authentication.
- Use encrypted messaging to communicate sensitive information.
- Use a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to establish private network connections to safely communicate and conduct the business of your organization.\(^{114}\)
- Review privacy and security settings on your social media accounts.

IREX’s comprehensive Learn to Discern (L2D) program has extensive resources for building a digital literacy program on its Resources for Learning & Impact website.\(^{115}\) UNESCO’s Media and Information Literacy Resources page also lists several useful resources.\(^{116}\)

---


“Games to Discern”

Your digital literacy initiative can incorporate unique learning approaches. Games can teach how fake news spreads and how to identify and discern credible information and debunk false narratives or falsehoods. For example, psychologists from the University of Cambridge partnered with the Dutch media collective DROG to create the Bad News Game, which seeks to build psychological resilience to disinformation. The game incorporates active experiential learning by asking players to create a fake persona, attract followers and set up credibility as a fake news site. In other words, the game allows players to familiarize themselves with the mindset of threat actors who seek to spread disinformation. Players build resilience to disinformation by better understanding threat actors and their tactics, including impersonation, emotion, polarization, conspiracy theory peddling, discreditation of facts and trolling. The screenshot below shows the player’s experience.

Similar games exist for global, regional and country-specific audiences. Games that might be used globally include Politifact, Be Internet Awesome, Factitious and Fakey. Other games, such as Harmony Square and Fake It to Make It, have been created specifically for country contexts such as the U.S. and the Netherlands, respectively. Review these existing tools to see if any might be useful in your digital literacy efforts. Many of these games may serve as useful starting points to conceive of a game to fit your own country’s context. The use of existing games will likely require translation, contextualization and other adjustments to be relevant to your country’s context.

Social Media Platform Digital Literacy Initiatives

Social media platforms and other private sector partners have invested in building resilience efforts globally through private-public-civic partnerships. Many of the resulting programs—detailed below—are available in multiple languages and could be useful resources as you work to develop the digital literacy of your organization and communities.

- **Facebook** and Asia-Pacific experts collaborated on the We Think Digital program, which fosters digital literacy in the region through the creation of public guides to user actions, digital learning modules, video and other pedagogical resources.
- **Twitter** partnered with UNESCO to create the Teaching and Learning with Twitter handbook, which helps educators around the world enable young people to think critically about the information they consume.
- **Google** and **YouTube** have significantly invested in digital responsibility and media literacy in order to develop citizen and youth resilience. Most recently, Google invested €25 million to help launch the European Media and Information Fund. This effort is meant to educate, train and support citizens in

---

117 DROG, “Bad News Game” (online game), https://www.getbadnews.com/#intro.
120 Facebook, “We Think Digital” (Facebook, n.d.), https://wethinkdigital.fb.com.
strengthening media literacy skills; support and scale the work of fact-checkers; and strengthen the expertise and research surrounding information manipulation in its varied forms.

- Microsoft has also partnered with research institutions and CSOs globally, including the University of Washington, Sensity and USA Today, on its Defending Democracy Program, to build resilience and promote media and digital literacy, to help the public decipher falsehoods from half-truths and facts.124 The ultimate goal of this initiative has led to a more engaged citizenry.125

---


Key Tips for Combating Information Manipulation

The following are key tips for your organization to identify, respond to, and build resilience to information manipulation.

**Have a plan in place**

Do not wait until you have experienced or witnessed electoral information manipulation narratives in your local online information ecosystem to begin identifying best approaches and strategies to counter them. Prepare proactively.

**Partner up to produce better results**

Engage and collaborate with a diverse set of entities working on elections, such as EMBs and CSOs working on voter education; community and religious leaders who are trusted sources of information in their communities; social media platforms; journalists; and fact-checkers, etc.

**Not all governments have good intentions**

Proceed with caution if and when you decide to report election-related information manipulation to governments, as many do not respect democratic norms or are not impartial. Review resources and past actions the governments have taken to avoid doing more harm.

**Adjust your expectations of social media platforms’ behavior and actions**

Electoral information manipulation is rampant on social media platforms. Familiarize yourself with the platforms’ policies and community standards and understand that many platforms are not immediately responsive to user reports or prepared to tackle a country’s electoral information environment on their sites.

**Mix, match and tailor your approaches**

Responding to electoral information manipulation requires a combination of approaches to ensure successful outcomes, and the effectiveness of these approaches will vary across country contexts.

**Quick response and long-term resilience go hand-in-hand**

Short-term responses to electoral information manipulation need to be complemented by long-term resilience building in areas such as digital literacy, public awareness campaigns and a whole-of-society approach to foster a well-informed public.

**See or hear something, say something**

If you see or hear manipulated information directed at your organization, partner organizations, and/or segments of the population you work with, report it to government authorities, social media platforms and the media for investigation when appropriate.

**Digital literacy increases critical thinking**

Educate your citizens, organization, partners and trusted networks about identifying false narratives and content. Encourage them to stay vigilant and think critically about the information consumed online and offline.
Appendix A: Case Studies

Mexico Case Study

Background and Political Context

In Mexico, information manipulation occurs in an environment with relatively high internet penetration rates, with approximately two-thirds of the country online, and high levels of social media use. Most people (86 percent) get their news from online sources, with Facebook (70 percent), YouTube (44 percent) and WhatsApp (39 percent) as the three largest platforms for online news. Despite the high rates of social and online media use, 60% of people in Mexico are concerned about the online information ecosystem and the spread of false information online.

Further exacerbating this trend is the fact that Mexico’s online environment is only “partially free”; this, combined with growing polarization and identity politics, has created ripe conditions for the spread of false information online. The government has also undertaken efforts to impede freedom of speech, freedom of the press, democratic practices and other fundamental human rights through surveillance, restrictive laws and information manipulation.

Information Manipulation in Mexico

Within this political and online context, Mexico has had a long history of information manipulation by a variety of malign actors, including political candidates, the influence industry and other local actors who have used social media to spread disinformation about politics. These campaigns are often characterized by highly automated accounts—sometimes called political bots—that have played a large role in amplifying disinformation online. The use of bots first came to public attention during the 2012 presidential elections in Mexico, where researchers identified the use of “Peñabots” by the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) to support the campaign of then-candidate Enrique Peña Nieto. Since then, academic studies and journalistic investigations have identified the continued use of bots to disrupt online communication, political discourse and protest activities in Mexico.

The 2018 general elections marked unprecedented challenges for the online information ecosystem. As the largest election in Mexico’s history—with more than 3,400 seats open at the local, state and federal levels—social media became one of the main fronts for information manipulation. Although there were concerns that Russian information operations would pollute the information ecosystem, most of the disinformation originated within Mexico. In the lead-up to the vote, bot accounts generated viral hashtags to exacerbate political divides and amplify conspiracies around fraud and corruption. Fake news distributors and fake pollsters blended fact with fiction to undermine the credibility of professional news organizations and hamper citizens’ ability to access accurate information about the election, candidates and their campaigns. Investigators found that many of these activities were fueled by commercial firms who were hired by...
politicians and businesses to distort the information ecosystem in their favour.\textsuperscript{122}

The 2018 general elections in Mexico were also characterized by high levels of political violence, with more than 100 politicians killed in the lead-up to the vote.\textsuperscript{139} While many of these murders have been associated with organized crime and the long-fought war on drugs, political violence has also been exacerbated by information manipulation. During a contentious gubernatorial race in the province of Puebla, the Atlantic Council found automated accounts amplifying competing hashtags that made premature claims of victory for opposing candidates.\textsuperscript{134} The province of Puebla reported high levels of violence, with citizens murdered and ballots stolen or set on fire.

Information manipulation does not only occur during elections in Mexico. In 2019, a Signa_Lab investigation identified a network of Twitter accounts that were attacking journalists and news outlets that criticized the new president.\textsuperscript{135} Information manipulation creates many challenges for freedom of speech and freedom of the press in Mexico: journalists, activists and political opponents disproportionately experience harassment, threats, rumor and slander on social media.\textsuperscript{136} Like many other countries, women are particularly vulnerable to online smear campaigns, where fake accounts have shared manipulated videos and images to sexualize, question and degrade the credibility and legitimacy of professional women.\textsuperscript{137} Although Mexico has gender parity rules for political parties, female politicians still face a disproportionate amount of harassment online.

\textbf{Interventions}

In order to identify, respond to and build resilience to information manipulation during the 2018 presidential elections, Mexico’s federal National Electoral Institute (INE) collaborated with social media platforms and CSOs to enhance information integrity throughout the country.

The three major social media companies (Facebook, Twitter and Google) worked directly with INE to make information about the election more easily accessible to citizens.\textsuperscript{138} Since more than 60 million citizens in Mexico use the internet—many of whom use it for news discovery and curation—all three platforms livestreamed the Mexican presidential debates and official election announcements for the first time. Twitter established formal hashtag discussions around the presidential debates, which created a forum for real-time professional and journalistic commentary on the topics being debated. Facebook and Google also worked with INE to implement interactive buttons that would direct users to INE’s election hub, help users find polling stations, and spread get-out-the-vote messages. Overall, these platform collaborations helped citizens find and access accurate information about the candidates as well as electoral procedures and information.\textsuperscript{139}

In addition to working with platforms, civil society organizations also coordinated with INE to help identify, respond to and build resilience against information manipulation during the 2018 elections. One of the most notable interventions was Verificado 2018, which brought together more than 80 partners to identify and respond to information manipulation in real time.\textsuperscript{140} Verificado

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{134} Bandeira et al., Disinformation in Democracies: Strengthening Digital Resilience in Latin America.
\item \textsuperscript{138} Kofi Annan Commission on Elections and Democracy, “Protecting Electoral Integrity in the Digital Age,” (January 2020), https://www.kofianannfoundation.org/our-work/kofi-annan-commission/the-kacedda-94nfyd3mjg09pew9c7f5d6q3gd2s/
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
created a central hub of election resources and produced informational videos—which registered 5.4 million visits—to help citizens understand the election process. They also set up a series of processes for users to inquire about the veracity of content on social media platforms and receive trustworthy and timely replies from fact-checkers. On Twitter and Facebook, Verificado accounts had more than two hundred thousand followers. Verificado also operated a WhatsApp group where users could send in requests for fact-checks. Within the first week of operation, the group received more than 18,000 messages, 13,800 of which were answered by four Verificado staff. In total, Verificado’s group had more than 9,600 subscriptions and over 60,000 interactions.

Lessons from Mexico for Civil Society’s Response to Information Manipulation

Establish collaborative relationships with platform companies and civil society actors.

Social media is increasingly a source of news and information, and working with platform partners to help streamline access to official electoral information can help build confidence and trust in an election. By livestreaming debates that were traditionally only broadcast on television, INE and the social media companies helped users find and watch the debates through communication mediums used by millions of citizens. Formal hashtag discussions that promoted journalistic and professional commentary helped expose citizens to additional information and opinions about the debates, so they could formulate their own ideas and opinions. Voting centers and information about how and where to vote helped encourage citizens to get out and vote on the day of the election. By providing accurate information about voting processes and candidates, these collaborative relationships with platforms can help build resilience to information manipulation campaigns.

Timing matters: Increase the speed and scale of fact-checking.

Being able to address information manipulation in real time and before narratives go viral is incredibly important to combating the spread of harmful mis/disinformation. Verificado was so successful largely due to the speed and scale at which it operated. By working with multiple trusted partners, staff could identify information manipulation as it emerged on social media, and respond to user inquiries about the truthfulness of content quickly and easily. They also operated on online platforms where mis/disinformation was spreading in order to reach audiences with corrected information and counter-messaging. In the lead-up to the election, Verificado’s Twitter, Facebook and WhatsApp group reached hundreds of thousands of voters with responses to individual inquiries about the veracity of content. Developing these trusted channels that could respond with speed and accuracy and on platforms where users were finding misinformation helped Verificado debunk rumors and build trust among citizens and voters, which contributed to the overall success of the initiative.

Create a clear and consistent brand for professional fact-checked information.

What helped make Verificado a successful intervention was not only its real-time approach to mis/disinformation narratives as they emerged, but the way it established a clear and central brand for accurate, trusted and professional journalistic content about the election. Despite working with more than 80 trusted partners, Verificado allowed different organizations to lend resources and expertise under a single trusted brand that gained recognition among users and citizens. Verificado’s fact-checks and information were also picked up and broadcast on local television stations and print media in addition to its online work. The trusted brand also helped Verificado establish itself as a neutral and professional source of factual information in an environment characterized by highly polarizing domestic disinformation.

141 Bandeira et al., “Disinformation in Democracies: Strengthening Digital Resilience in Latin America.”
Taiwan Case Study

Background and Political Context

Taiwan was taken off guard by disinformation during its 2018 local elections and referendums. Over the next two years, the country developed a whole-of-society response to build social cohesion, counteract disinformation and ensure a successful 2020 presidential election. In 2018, Taiwan’s government was primarily responding to disinformation campaigns unilaterally, without any coordination with third-party fact-checkers or social media companies. At that time, relationships with social media companies and third-party fact-checkers who could collaborate with the government to further amplify credible stories did not yet exist. Yet, in under two years, Taiwan established relationships, communication and coordination channels between government, civil society, social media platforms and independent fact-checkers. This coordination enabled Taiwan to identify and respond to disinformation with speed and efficacy during the 2020 elections and to establish the foundation for long-term resilience to disinformation (see this report).

Taiwan’s Whole-of-Society Response to Disinformation Campaigns

Below are highlights of key interventions Taiwan implemented to establish a whole-of-society response to information manipulation around the 2020 presidential elections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Social Media Platforms</th>
<th>Civil Society Organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response:</strong> The Political Warfare Bureau of the Ministry of National Defense established a “rapid handling team” to quickly identify and respond to disinformation from China and pro-China domestic outlets and individuals, use big data to analyze CCP disinformation campaigns, and amplify readable content on social media and via press briefings.</td>
<td><strong>Partnership:</strong> LINE established a private-public-civic partnership with Taiwan’s Executive Yuan and the FactCheck Center, Cofacts, MyGoPen, Doublethink Lab, and others in the Digital Accountability Project (DAP). Through this partnership, LINE incorporated fact-checking into its service and developed a chatbot to make users aware of disinformation campaigns, enable users to submit content to be analyzed by well-regarded fact-checking organizations, and provide content from credible news sources to the users.</td>
<td><strong>Grassroots Activism:</strong> Civil society organizations developed trusted networks with independent fact-checkers such as Cofacts, Taiwan’s FactCheck Center and others, as well as with social media platforms in order to identify, respond to and build resilience to disinformation campaigns leading up to the 2020 elections by using closed group chats and in-person neighborhood and religious groups. This approach was particularly effective, as CSO representatives were able to collaborate and share information with trusted networks to facilitate trust.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

142 Representative of the Central Election Comission (CEE) of Taiwan in discussion with author, April 2020.


146 g0v community contributor in discussion with the author, December 2020.
Amplification: The government created “meme engineering” teams within each government agency to use humor campaigns to respond to disinformation in an engaging manner.¹⁴⁷

Response: As a result of advocacy and persistent engagement from the government and CSOs, Facebook launched its real-time “war room” to prepare for Taiwan’s 2020 elections, enabling its family of apps to take down inauthentic behavior and false content in real time, and significantly strengthening the information environment as compared to the 2018 elections.¹⁴⁸

Resilience: CSOs launched digital literacy, public awareness and education campaigns to strengthen critical thinking skills and empower citizens with credible information while avoiding hyperpartisanship and politicization of the content.¹⁴⁹ This included:

- Breaking down echo chambers by fostering intergenerational dialogues with older adults.
- The “Take back the TV remote” initiative, where students refused to watch television that disproportionately covered pro-China stories.¹⁵⁰

Resilience: The government established a digital literacy curriculum for students and called for the media literacy committee to ensure the digital literacy curriculum is appropriately implemented.¹⁵¹

Resilience: Facebook held digital literacy events in partnership with third-party fact-checking organizations such as Taiwan FactCheck Center, Cofacts, MyGoPen and Doublethink Lab to educate citizens about deciphering credible information from false content.

Legal: The government enacted regulations, including penalties for spreading disinformation or rumors and interfering in local elections, such as amending the Presidential and Vice Presidential Election and Recall Act¹⁵² in May 2020 and passing the Anti-Infiltration Law.¹⁵³


¹⁴⁹ g0v community contributor in discussion with the author, December 2020.


¹⁵³ Mainland Affairs Council, Republic of China (Taiwan), “Legislative Yuan Passes Anti-Infiltration Bill to Strengthen Defense for Democracy and Preserve Stable and Orderly Cross-Straits Exchange” (press release), December 31, 2019, https://www.mac.gov.tw/en/News_Content.aspx?n=2BA0753C-BE348412&en=B9E5E1EF1343B1BB. It is important to note that while Taiwan passed a number of laws and regulations to counter disinformation and prevent foreign election interference, legal routes must be reviewed carefully to ensure they are in accordance with democratic principles and human rights.
Lessons from Taiwan for a Whole-of-Society Response to Information Manipulation

As other civil society organizations, governments and citizens think about how to counter information manipulation during elections and civil unrest, Taiwan’s whole-of-society approach provides best practices that can be replicated in other country and regional contexts.

Collaboration and private-public-civic partnerships are critical.

Taiwan’s approach centered on building strong private-public-civic partnerships in a short amount of time to enable the rapid identification, response and resilience to information manipulation. While launching initiatives such as digital literacy can take time, others, such as forming partnerships with fact-checking organizations and social media companies, can happen with expediency in order to disrupt external and internal information manipulation and debunk false content and narratives.

Creativity and innovation are critical to success.

Taiwan has shown that creativity and innovation are critical to identifying, responding to and building resilience to information manipulation. The use of memes indicated that humor is a creative and powerful tool to debunk false narratives and amplify credible content. Memes are inexpensive and highly effective, and they can be replicated by other civil society actors and governments.

Know your audience and communicate with empathy.

Taiwan has shown that a one-size-fits-all approach does not work in combating information manipulation and strengthening resilience. Taiwanese civil society and government created public awareness campaigns and resilience efforts to educate different segments of the population across generations. Key to these efforts was empathy, compassion and breaking down societal barriers that often decrease internal cohesion.
## Appendix B: Additional Information on Social Media Platforms

### Overview of Social Media Platforms’ Policies

The table below provides links to and highlights of key social media platforms’ policies relevant to their efforts to limit the spread of elections-related mis/disinformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Key Highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook Community Standards</td>
<td>Facebook’s Community Standards do not presently ban mis/disinformation generally but do prohibit content that misrepresents information about voting or elections, incites violence, and promotes hate speech. Also, the Community Standards prohibit “Coordinated Inauthentic Behavior,” which is defined to generally prohibit activities that are characteristic of large-scale information operations on the platform. The company also has a responsibility to reduce the spread of “false news.” To operationalize this, Facebook commits to algorithmically reduce (or downrank) the distribution of such content, in addition to taking other steps to mitigate its impact and disincentivize its spread. The company has also developed a policy of removing particular categories of manipulated media that may mislead users; however, the policy is limited in scope. It extends only to media that is the product of artificial intelligence or machine learning and includes an allowance for any media deemed to be satire or content that edits, omits or changes the order of words that were actually said. In May 2021, Facebook launched a new Transparency Center that contains resources about its integrity and transparency efforts to users. This new effort shows how Facebook detects violations by using technology and review teams, and explains Facebook’s three-part approach to content enforcement: remove, reduce and inform.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

154 Facebook, “Community Standards” (Facebook, n.d), https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/.  
157 Facebook Transparency Center (Facebook, n.d), https://transparency.fb.com; Facebook Transparency Center, “How We Enforce Our Policies” (Facebook, n.d), https://transparency.fb.com/enforcement/.
### Platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Key Highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Twitter Rules</strong>&lt;sup&gt;158&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>While there is no general policy on misinformation, Twitter’s Rules do include several provisions to address false or misleading content and behavior in specific contexts. Twitter’s policies prohibit disinformation and other content that may suppress participation or mislead people about when, where or how to participate in a civic process and content that includes hate speech or incites violence or harassment. Twitter also prohibits inauthentic behavior and spam. Related to disinformation, Twitter has updated its hateful conduct policy to prohibit language that dehumanizes people on the basis of race, ethnicity and national origin.&lt;sup&gt;159&lt;/sup&gt; Twitter’s policies on elections explicitly prohibit misleading information about the voting process. However, inaccurate statements about an elected or appointed official, candidate or political party are excluded from this policy.&lt;sup&gt;160&lt;/sup&gt; Under these rules, Twitter has removed postings that feature disinformation about election processes, such as promoting the wrong voting day or false information about polling places—content that EMB election observers and others are increasingly working to monitor and report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YouTube Community Guidelines</strong>&lt;sup&gt;161&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>YouTube follows a three-strike policy that results in the suspension or termination of offending accounts related to disinformation. YouTube’s Community Guidelines include several provisions relevant to disinformation in particular contexts, including content that aims to mislead voters about the time, place, means, or eligibility requirements for voting or participating in a census; that advances false claims related to the eligibility requirements for political candidates to run for office and elected government officials to serve in office; or that promotes violence or hatred against or harassment of individuals or groups based on intrinsic attributes. In addition, YouTube has also expanded its anti-harassment policy that prohibits video creators from using hate speech and insults on the basis of gender, sexual orientation or race.&lt;sup&gt;162&lt;/sup&gt; YouTube has also developed a policy regarding manipulated media, which prohibits content that has been technically manipulated or doctored in a way that misleads users (beyond clips taken out of context) and may pose a serious risk of egregious harm. To further mitigate risks of manipulation or disinformation campaigns, YouTube also has policies that prohibit account impersonation, misrepresenting one’s country of origin or concealing association with a government actor. These policies also prohibit artificially increasing engagement metrics, either through the use of automatic systems or by serving up videos to unsuspecting viewers.&lt;sup&gt;163&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Key Highlights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TikTok Community Guidelines</td>
<td>In August 2020, TikTok updated its Community Guidelines prohibiting content that “misleads people about elections or other civic processes, content distributed by disinformation campaigns, and health misinformation.” TikTok added a policy that “prohibits synthetic or manipulated content that misleads users by distorting the truth of events in a way that could cause harm.” This includes banning deepfakes in order to prevent the spread of disinformation. TikTok also increased the transparency of its policy around coordinated inauthentic behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat Community Guidelines</td>
<td>In January 2017, Snapchat created policies to combat the spread of disinformation for the first time. Snapchat implemented policies for its news providers on the platform’s Discover page in order to combat disinformation and regulate information that is considered inappropriate for minors. These new guidelines require news outlets to fact-check their articles before they can be displayed on the platform’s Discover page. In an op-ed, Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel described the platform as different from other types of social media and many other platforms, saying “content designed to be shared by friends is not necessarily content designed to deliver accurate information.” There isn’t a feed of information from users on Snapchat like there is with many other social media platforms—a distinction that makes Snapchat more comparable to a messaging app. With Snapchat’s updates, the platform makes use of human editors who monitor and regulate what is promoted on the Discover page, preventing the spread of false information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Overview of Social Media Platforms’ Product Features and Interventions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Platform</th>
<th>Key Example of Platform Efforts through Product Features and Technical/Human Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Social Media Companies</td>
<td>Facebook uses algorithmic strategies to downrank false or disputed information, decreasing the content’s visibility in the News Feed; applies distribution limits against Pages and websites of repeat offenders; and employs notifications to users who have engaged with mis/disinformation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Platform</th>
<th>Key Example of Platform Efforts through Product Features and Technical/Human Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Social Media Companies</td>
<td>Twitter uses automated prompts cautioning users against sharing links they have not opened, intending to “promote informed discussion” and encourage users to evaluate information before sharing it. This follows the introduction of content labels and warnings, which the platform has affixed to tweets that are not subject to removal under the platform’s policies (or under the company’s “public interest” exception) but which nonetheless may include misinformation or manipulated media. Instagram removes content identified as misinformation from hashtags and from its Explore page and makes accounts that repeatedly post misinformation harder to find by filtering content from that account from searchable pages. TikTok uses technology to augment its content moderation practices, particularly to assist in identifying inauthentic behavior, patterns and accounts dedicated to spreading misleading or spam content. The company notes that its tools enforce its rules and make it more difficult to find harmful content, like misinformation and conspiracy theories, in the platform’s recommendations or search features. YouTube similarly employs technology, particularly machine learning, to augment its efforts. As the company notes in its policies, “machine learning is well-suited to detect patterns, which helps us to find content similar to other content we’ve already removed, even before it’s viewed.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messaging Applications</td>
<td>WhatsApp introduced limits on message forwarding in 2018—which prevent users from forwarding a message to more than five people—as well as visual indicators to ensure that users can distinguish between forwarded messages and original content. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, WhatsApp further limited forwarding by announcing that messages that have been forwarded more than five times can subsequently only be shared with one user at a time. WhatsApp also developed systems for identifying and taking down automated accounts that send high volumes of messages. WhatsApp is currently experimenting with methods to detect patterns in messages through homomorphic encryption evaluation practices. These strategies may help to inform analysis and technical interventions related to disinformation campaigns in the future.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Platform</th>
<th>Key Example of Platform Efforts through Product Features and Technical/Human Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search Engines</td>
<td>Google changed its search algorithm to combat fake news dissemination and conspiracy theories. In a blog post, Google Vice President of Engineering Ben Gomes wrote that the company will “help surface more authoritative pages and demote low-quality content” in searches. In an effort to provide improved search guidelines, Google is adding real people to act as evaluators to “assess the quality of Google’s search results—give us feedback on our experiments.” Google will also provide “direct feedback tools” to allow users to flag unhelpful, sensitive or inappropriate content that appears in their searches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendix C: Additional Resources**

There are many resources available to aid in the identification, response, and building of resilience to disinformation. Please reference this spreadsheet, which will be continuously updated, for a growing list of tools and resources:

The Information Manipulation Resource Annex
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